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Abstract 
Few occasions present an opportunity to withdraw from the 
time-cost mantra that constantly threatens to cripple design thinking in 
the 'real world' of architectural practice. As such, the following research 
by design is one of those rare moment s permitt ing a sustained oppor tu-
nity for insightful design reflection as a practitioner. It occurs after ten 
years of practical experience immersed in the subject at hand and lands 
squarely on the crossroads of my hoUstic architectural development. This 
is the net in which this document is cast. 
As a practitioner (and occasional design tutor), I am fascinated 
by the specific design problem of proposing a culturall)' responsive archi-
tecture. T h e projects I engage with are what I consider the fundamental 
projects that sponsor, support and affect the day-to-day events of the Ab-
original communit) ' at large. Put another way, I am constantly immersed 
in the dynamic relationship between Aboriginalit}' and architecture due to 
my cultural, educational and professional experiences. T h e result is that I 
have collected a substantial array of experiences over the past decade that 
I n o w think needs to be re-considered and recorded (at the very least for 
posterity). As such, I am convinced that a design based form of research 
will allow me to draw upon these previous experiences in order to present 
a meaningful body of knowledge that will not only reveal a culturally de-
rived design position but also illustrate it as an active agent m engaging 
hypothetical design case studies. 
This thesis document is, for the mos t part, a subjective docu-
ment . This is the inherent nature of design and it has affected the research 
in its entiret)'. Through a senes of design led considerations, this research 
comprises four parts that aim to illustrate the relationship beKveen Abo-
riginalit)- and architecture. 
T h e first part is a reconsideration of completed design projects 
(that I have been involved with to varying degrees) agamst a limited (but 
potent) body of literature that aims to establish certain semiotic, ideologi-
cal and re-presentation issues relevant to an architecture engaging Aborigi-
nal contexts. This opportunit) ' for reconsideration reveals a further cn-
terion of design meaning that becomes the basis for iniuatmg the design 
case studies in the next stage. 
T h e second and third parts constitute a series of active design 
investigations. These parts take the previously revealed ideas of meaning 
and investigate three design case studies on Mer m the eastern Torres 
Strait Islands. Three projects provided extensive design investigation op-
portunities, namely, a Church building for the Church of the Torres Strait 
congregation, an Elders Meeting Place, and a Keeping Place and Work-
shop. Each project had particular idiosyncrasies that upon complet ion 
resulted in observations best described as design mtent. It also became 
clear that there was 'something else' present in the completed projects that 
would shift the discussion in a new direction. 
T h e fourth part represents a period of reflection on the previous 
stage in order to reveal the 'something else' emerging as an unconscious 
design driver. It uncovers the not ion of liminal space, or the space m 
between, as a means of broadening an understanding of the 'relation-
sliip' originally pursued. T h e three design case study projects are r enewed 
specifically to find these liminal momen t s and extract an understanding of 
the greater condition. VCTiat is further encountered is the greater holistic 
context, or 'culture-scape', that any project is part o f 
The fundamental realization that occurred through this design 
research was the formulation of a Spatial Diagram that illustrated m)- per-
ception of space (and time) as a cultural construct that anticipates those 
moment s of symbiosis. This revelation has become the pivotal m o m e n t 
establishing a personal critical position from which I am able to evaluate a 
broader notion of architectural design in practice (and m education). As 
such the academic journey embedded within this document has delivered 
a set of findings that have sharpened my design thinking and reset a new 
course of exploration m my next stage of architectural practice. 
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Introduction 
What IS Aboriginal architecmre? I have come to find this question 
ignorant of both Aboriginal culture and a cross-cultural understandmg 
of architecture. However, a more erroneous oversight is the relationship 
between the two terms. From the outset, I have no intention to pursue or 
argue a case for 'Aboriginal architecture' or furthermore the use of such 
a description, however I do need to respond to this question as it is one 
that I commonly encounter in my capacity as a practitioner with Mernma 
(and as an occasional design tutor). The question is loaded as it typically 
presumes that there exists an identifiable style or form ('organic' or 'curvy' 
and rough) that can be labelled 'Abonginal architecture'. Interestingly, the 
type of building associated with this shallow set of assumptions is the 
'cultural centre' , perhaps the weakest buildmg typolog)' when it comes 
to making a deeper contnbut ion to the kinetic culture of a commimit) ' . 
Instead the 'cultural centre ' has acquired undue exposure as a buildmg that 
will provide an opporttmit) ' for community to display their 'traditional' 
culture (to tourists) as opposed to contributing to a hving culttire complete 
with deficiencies in housing, health, correctional and educational buildmg 
stock. It is my position that 'cultural centres' have incorrectly become 
overly sensationahzed, m both social and architectural circles, as the 
sponsors of maintaining Abonginal culmre. 
My concern is that these 'cultural centres ' deliver httle m terms 
of a greater return to the Abonginal communit) ' in question. This t)'pology 
captures a misconception that it presents the mos t potent possibiht)' of 
realizing an Abongmal architectural form. Something that can be mstantly 
recogni2ed and assigned a value that positions it outside any senous 
debate as an architectural response, other than carrymg (and remforcmg) 
romantic not ions about Abonginaht) ' as a form dnven architectural 
response. In my opinion, this question and its associated inferences are 
shallow, if not msultmg, and result m continuing colonial not ions about 
Aboriginal culture, where this culture is something that preferably occurs 
and is measured in remote locations and is bottled and presented for the 
touring consumer. This is a fixed representation of a d)'namic culture 
that denies a deeper consideration of the greater and more complex 
relationship between Aboriginalit)' and architecmre. 
VCTiat is also imphed in the above question by presummg a form 
driven response to an idea about Abonginaht) ' is a denial of a deeper design 
process and its associated philosophy m achieving a budt project imbued 
with deeper meanmg. This issue is the main dnver of my approach to the 
deconstruction and reassembly of the original question. The question that 
should be asked is 'what is the relationship between Aboriginalit)' and 
architecmre today?' 
This thesis is an opportuni ty to reveal this relationship through 
design. As a practitioner, I am dealing with the specific design problem of 
making a culturally responsive architecture, both in practice and m theory. 
In so domg, I design according to m)- cultural and educational dispositions. 
The projects 1 engage with are those that I behevc sponsor and support 
the day-to-day events of communit ies, and ultimateh' present a stage for 
a constantly changmg cultural expenence. These projects include medical 
services, educational facihties, correctional facilities, artistic facilities and 
housing. I do not include culmral centres as part of this fundamental 
contribution. This experience leads me to beheve that a design based form 
of research wiU contribute a meaningful body of knowledge that will not 
only theoretically reveal a design position, but mos t importantly, affect it 
in practice as well. 
In order to lend some framework to this body of knowledge I 
initiated a methodology that would allow an open-ended possibilit)' to 
occur. In so doing it has not delivered an objective, Hterature review based 
document but rather, a subjective design based document . In hindsight 
1 
this observation is n o w clear in that is has affected the methodolog) ' to the 
point that it was not focused on an analytical explanation of argumentative 
circumstances but rather on reveahng an architecmral position through 
design reflection and experimentation that aims to respond to the question 
at hand. This is the inherent nature of design and it is appropriate that it 
has affected the research m its entirety. 
This research is presented as four stand alone parts, that aim 
to illustrate the relationship between Aboriginalit)' and architecmre as a 
series of design led considerations. 
Part 1 IS about estabhshing an immediate position b)- draviong 
upon a limited, but potent, body of hterature from withm Austraha. My 
observation is that as the topic is relatively embryonic at this pomt, it is not 
surprising that httle has been wnt ten with any sense of depth. It is telhng 
that two main sources of reference exist m the extensive research work 
of Dr.Paul Memmot t , director of the Aboriginal Envi ronments Research 
Centre at the Universit)' of Queensland, and an undergraduate paper by 
Mathilde Lochert of RMIT m 1994. Memmot t presents two msightful 
criteria that provide an initial proposit ion m the measurement and presence 
of Aboriginaht)' in architecture. The first criteria is a Imguistic based 
theor) ' called semiotics, or m this case the reading of architectural signs. 
T h e second critena is a socio-poHtical based theor) ' that determines the 
ideology of a project. Lochert 's paper questions form and material as an 
appropriate measure of Abonginahty, and rejects the associated romantic 
not ions taken up by the architecmral media. Both of these sources allow 
an opportuni ty to introduce the four early Mernina projects and test if they 
are in deed worthy of contributing to the question at hand. What I find, 
possibly inevitably, is that each of the Merrima projects allow multiple 
readings of Memmot t ' s critena but more interestingly, take on Lochert 's 
argument that there is something much more relevant than just form. 
Tliis opportunity for reflection reveals a concluding criterion of design 
meaning that becomes the basis for initiatmg the design case smdies in the 
next stage. 
Parts 2 and 3 take the idea of meaning and identifi' three design 
case smdies on Mer in the eastern Torres Strait Islands. I had originally 
decided tliat I would restrict the projects to the Torres Strait Islands 
simply because that is the place of my cultural hentage and that as the 
projects would require communit) ' negotiation it would be sensible to 
work within an area that I was famihar with. Mer became the vehicle for 
this research purely through serendipity. Coincidental was the incredibly 
extensive, if paternahstic, anthropological recordings of A.C.Haddon and 
the Cambndge Expeditions at the m m of the twenneth cenmiv. Also 
enticing was the opportunit)- to visit my grandmother ' s people and place, 
the Giar Pit of Mer. After numerous conversations with the Chairmen 
(Uncle) Ron Day, and Deputy Chairmen (Uncle) Douglas Passi, it was 
decided that there were three projects that would lend themseh'es to m)-
research but more importantly provide an opportuni ty for the Mer Island 
Coimcil to follow up and lobby for funding to reahze the projects. 
The projects that provided extensive design opportunit ies were a 
Church building for the Church of the Torres Strait congregation, an Polders 
Meetmg Place, and a Keepmg Place and Workshop . Each project had 
particular idiosyncrasies that upon complet ion resulted in an obsen'af ion 
best described as design intent. W h e n considered m conjunction with the 
previous Merruna projects and Memmot t ' s ideological cntena, an opinion 
on the relationship between form, fimction and culture could be clearl)-
drawn. However, the fundamental realization that occurred through this 
active design research was the formulation of a Spatial Diagram that 
illustrated my perception of space (and time) as a cultural construct that 
anticipates those momen t s of symbioses. This revelation has become the 
backbone of not only this research but in estabhshing a critical position 
from which I am able to evaluate a broader notion of design m practice 
(and in design tutonng). Imphcit to this major finding was a question of 
what occurs in between these spatial entities of landscape, people and 
architecture. 
Part 3 specifically collates the proposed design projects as a 
drawn record. T h e drawings embody a sustained design exploration that 
occurred in parallel to the previous findmgs. It rehed on two significant 
site visits in 2002 and 2003 to develop the respective briefs and estabUsh 
a line of communicat ion to continue development (a final -visit to table 
the proposed designs is yet to occur but is planned for later in 2005). The 
schematic nature of the drawmgs are suitable for the mvestigatory and 
hypothetical purposes of this thesis. T h e purpose of the design projects 
was essentially to arrive at well considered schematic positions where 
certain design proposit ions could be investigated and reflected upon prior 
to moving into the possibiht)- of a future stage of practical engagement 
(something beyond the scope of this document) . 
Part 4 reflects on the notion of hmmal space, or the space m 
between, as a means to contributing to a broader understanding of the 
'relationship' originaOy posmred. The three design case study projects 
are revisited specifically to find these hminal momen t s and extract an 
unconscious unders tandmg of the greater condition. T h e intention is to 
locate a sense of potency mherent to the architecmre without being hi-nited 
to an exploration of architectural form only. In fact there is no description 
of form here, only of the liminal moments . Fur thermore , there is a bnef 
discussion concernmg the semmal influences that contributed to the 
search and finally the revelation of this idea. T h e denial of this particular 
aspect of the 'relationship' potentially renders the architectural object to 
an isolated position where htrie oppormni t ) ' exists to engage (or support) 
culmral events (meeting, dancing, talking, sitting). What is also imphed 
here is that the c o m m o n obsession with the architectural object as an 
isolated entit)' either through the design process or associated media is not 
able to significantl)' contribute to the question at hand, if at all. 
In the conclusion of the thesis I discuss h o w the findings 
revealed through the four parts ultimately describe a broader (yet specific) 
imderstanding of the relationship between Aboriginaht)' and architecmre 
and why this research by design represents a worthy contribution to this 
ongomg discussion. 
A N o t e about the terms 'Aboriginality' and 'culture' 
It is also important to note that the following body of research 
assumes that it is but one contribution to an extremely complex exploration 
of the term 'Aboriginaht)''. For the purposes of simphfication, I use the 
collective term 'Aboriginaht)'' (or derivatives there of ) to describe a 
combmed notion of both Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures 
within Austraha. In so doing, the findmgs are presented as both general 
observations about Aboriginahty and architecture, as well as place and 
people specific outcomes for discussion. 
In using the term 'culture' (and its derivatives) I am referring 
to a combined notion of both 'adaptive' and 'ideational' definitions, 
or, 'patterns of beha-viour' and 'patterns for behaviour ' respectively 
as descnbed by Roger M Keesing m his 1974 paper tided 'Theones of 
Culture'. 
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fcgg Part 1: Reviewing Merrima Projects 
•k . 
Introduct ion 
T h e broad aim of this paper is to begin a discussion that identifies 
a relationship between Aboriginahty and architecmre (fig.l). In die past, 
discussion has focused on the problems of housing and the need for 
appropriate typologies and processes, but more recently, pubhc buildings 
engaging Aboriginal contexts have emerged shedding new hght on the 
investigation mto a sense of Abonginahty in the built environment. 
D u e to the lack of hteramre on the subject of this paper, the 
ensuing discussion wiU be confined to three principal sources. Firstly, 
through the findings of the two-part paper entitled "Abongmal Signs 
and Architectural Meanings"' ,- by Dr . Paul IMemmott,^ secondl)-, through 
the findings of the first batch of completed projects by the Merrima 
Abonginal Design Unit (Mernma)^ and, thirdly, through the findings 
of the paper entitled "Mediating Aborigmal Architecmre"^ b)- Mathilde 
Lochert. ' ' Memmot t ' s paper presents a significant means of strucmral 
analysis, Merrima's projects present substantiaP case smdies for discussion, 
and Lochert 's insightful paper pro-vides an opporttmit) ' to re-examine the 
'meaning' of Aborigmahty. 
Architectural Semiot ics 
In die first part of his paper, Memmot t begins by reconsidering 
and demonstrat ing the methodolog) ' of 'semiotics' as a way of 
understanding particular Aborigmal meanmg, both namral and made, 
through the reading, identif)'mg, sharmg and understanding of 'signs'. 
M e m m o t t considers the works of philosopher, Charles S. Perrce" and 
hngmst, Ferdinand de Saussure to distill from the field of semiotics a 
con tnbut ion to the sub-disciphne of 'archi tecmral semiotics'. Memmot t ' s 
adaptation of these sources presents three categones of 'signs' as ' icon', 
'mdex ' and 'symbol'. ' ' Where ' icon' refers to "a picmre, image, diagram, 
me taphor or other representation; a sign which stands for its object by 
-virme of its resemblance or analogy to it",'" ' index' refers to "a sign whose 
specific character is causally dependent on the object to which it refers but 
independent of an interpretant (e.g., a bullet hole in a fence is an mdex 
that a shot has been fired)"," and 'symbol ' refers to "a type of sign which 
has an agreed-upon meaning designated by a group, and whose meaning 
cannot be deciphered by inspection, m the way that an icon or index can 
be. '"-
In the second part of his paper, Memmot t explores the 
apphcation of architecmral semiotics in the design of contemporar) ' 
buildmgs with various Abonginal groups. Within this discussion 
the notion of Aboriginal identit)' is discussed and concluded with a 
classification of project ideology categonzed as: " (i) 'Aboriginahty-as-
persistence','-* which comprises the classical traditional influences, (ii) 
'Aboriginahty-as-resistance','"* which comprises culmral and pohtical 
oppositional statements, and (hi) 'Abongmaht) '-as-shared-contact-liistory' , 
based on the bonds generated through the shared experiences of colonial 
oppress ion." ' ' An accompanying analysis of contemporary bmldings, such 
as the Nganpuluwamigi Ngmu Keeping Place, Bathurst Island by Peter 
Myers, an Aboriginal Alcohohc Rehabihtation Centre, Ivinchela Creek 
by Glenn Murcutt, and the Brambuk Living Culmral Centre, Grampians 
by Greg Burgess Pty. Ltd, restncted the discussion to the first categor)-
-with the observation that ' there are undoubtedly innumerable sources of 
inspiration m categories (ii) and (hi), which so far remam largely mitapped 
m architectural expression.'"' 
These 'architectural semiotics' -will be exammed in the discussion 
of the following Mernma projects: the Girrawaa Creative Works Centre, 
Bathurst; the Acmena Juvenile Justice Centre, Grafton; Dance Studios 
for the National Abongmal and Islander Skills Deve lopment Association 
(NAISDA), Sydney, and; the Multi-purpose Health Service, Wilcannia. 
Fig.2: Below - Bathurst is situated in 
Wiradjuri country approximately 200km 
north-west of Sydney. 
Girrawaa Creative Work Centre, Bathurst 
Wiradjuri'^ country is generally understood to cover the 6,000 
square kilometres surroundmg the three rivers, the Wambool (Macquane), 
the Kalar (Lachlan) and the Murrumbidgerie (Murrumbidgee)'",'"' and 
represents one of the largest language groupings in N e w South Wales.-" 
Simated -within Wiradjuri countr)', approximately 200kra north-
west of Sydney, over the Blue Mountains and near the southern end of 
what is n o w called the Macquane River is Bathurst -'(fig.2). Proclaimed a 
town m 1815 and gazetted as a cm- in 1885, the estabhshment of Bathurst 
unleashed a brutal and devastating impact upon the Wiradjuri people."- In 
mrn, the Wiradjuri people resisted these mvadmg forces for more than a 
cenmr) ' and developed a reputation as a people not easily subdued.-^ In 
1996, of the cit)''s population of 70,197, some 1,858 were recorded m the 
census as being Aborigmal people.-^ 
In 1996, Merrima was engaged by the N e w South Wales 
Depar tmen t of Correctional Services (DCS) to design a creative workshop 
for Aboriginal inmates at the Bathurst Correctional Centre- ' m direct 
response to the Royal Commission into Abongmal Deaths m Custody 
and Miller Reports . D u n n g the course of the following year an extensive 
consultation process between Mernma and representatives from the DCS, 
Wiradjuri commtmity and Abongmal mmates was undertaken to mform 
the final outcome. -'' 
Early in the process, the inmates advised that the creative 
workshop , as it was to be built m Wiradjuri country should therefore 
reflect the culmre of the Wiradjun. The girrawaa, a Wiradjuri word for 
the long tailed tree goanna-^ is a significant totem in Wiradjuri coimtry 
and was proposed by the mmates to become the gmdmg symbol for the 
project (fig.3). 
This presented a conundrum. Mernma ' s position was that 
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Project Note: The Girr.iwaa Oeative 
Work Centre project was the first project 
I was exposed to upon joining Merrima 
in the middle of l')97. At this time the 
extensive design work had been C( )mpleled 
by project architect, Dillon Kombunierri, 
and die pro)ect was beginning on site. My 
involvement in this project was limued li> 
the construction stage only, willi se\eral 
site visits becoming a mechanism for 
gaining an understanding of the cultural, 
political and social dynamics inherent to 
the design tlnnking behind the project. 
Fig.3: Top - The Girrawaa (laced moni-
tor) is a totem of the Wiradjuri people. 
Fig.4: Bottom - Plan of the Girrawaa 
Creative Works Centre, Bathurst, NSW 
"are demeaning for their lack of genuine culmral content."-" Here was a 
simation where a fine hne existed between the authentic and the kitsch. 
T h e process evolved into a competit ion among inmates to produce a 
design. T h e result was a range of drawmgs and ideas with a wmner tagged 
' D o n ' outhnmg the plan \'iew of die girrawaa's body with 'head' as display 
area, 'body' as workshop area and 'tail' as access ramp. This concepmal 
arrangement was reahsed m the final design (fig.4). 
Fur ther consultation and design developed the concepmal 
arrangement into a scheme that explored the architecmral limitations of 
symbohsm. While the reahsed plan is clearly zoomorphic , the overall form 
suggests ' something ' that contains the essence of the girrawaa -without 
resorting to a crude hteral interpretation complete with eyes and mou th 
(fig.5). T h e striped markings of the totem were interpreted into the 
roofing and sky-hghting matenals and the legs suggested by the collection 
of rainwater into four points of contact with the ground.-'^ 
The design progressed to include an interpretation of the 
customary Burbung'" ceremony into the landscaping design'". T h e large 
circle to the arrival area represents the gathering place for boys and the 
community with the smaller circle to the rear of the bmlding representing 
the place of men (fig.4). Tlie buildmg m between becomes the means 
of connection, spirimal journey and culmral awakening b)' fostenng the 
creative works and allowing contact with Wiradjuri Elders through special 
programs' ' ' . 
The role of the Girrawaa Creative Works Centre was to offer 
an oppormnit) ' to Aboriginal mmates to engage in a variety of crafts and 
to generate a local industry -witliin the strucmre of the DCS (fig.6). It is a 
place of education, trammg and rehabihtation using culmral identity as a 
means of direction. The architecmre supports bo th 'iconic' and ' symbohc ' 
readings of 's igns. ' T o those involved in the design process, the girrawaa 
and Burbung ceremony are clearly represented m the final works, and 
as such are ' icons' (fig.7). T o those w h o are not aware of these ' icons ' 
and therr meanmgs, it can be no more than a ' symbohc ' representation. 
As the project ideology engaged and mcorporated traditional influences 
through totemic and ceremonial content , it can be considered an example 
of 'Abonginahty-as-persistence' . Tlie foho-wing project exammes a similar 
ideology apphed through a larger scale of work. 
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[<ig5 Far Left -\^ iew of the deck be-
tween the stairs and workshops. 
Fig.7: Below -The Girrawaa Creative 
Works Centre, Bathurst, on approach. 
Fig.8: Below - Grafton is situated in 
Gumbainggir country approximately 
340km south of Brisbane. 
Acmena Juvenile Justice Centre, Grafton 
Gumbainggir" country is understood to cover a territory 
approximately 6,000 square kilometers between Grafton, Glenn Innis, 
Wollomombi and Nambucca Heads." At contact the Gumbainggir 
language group was thought to have numbered between 1,200 to 1,500 
people speaking up to four dialects.^' 
Simated -within Gumbamggir countr)', approximately 340 
kilometres south of Brisbane, 630 kilometres north of Sydney, and 50 
kilometres west of the coasthne is Grafton'~'(fig.8). Gazetted as a city m 
1859, Grafton hes upon the Pacific Highway linking Sydney and Bnsbane. 
In 1996 of the city's population of 17,110, some 625 were recorded m the 
census as being Aboriginal people." 
In 1997, Merrima was engaged by the New South Wales 
Department of Juvenile Justice to (DJ]) to design a juvenile justice centre 
in South Grafton in direct response to the Abongmal Deaths m Custody 
Reports. During the course of the followmg year an extensive consultation 
process with representatives from the DJJ and Gumbainggir community 
was tmdertaken to inform the final architecmral outcome.'^' 
The project site was located in South Grafton and initial 
discussions between Mernma and Elders of the Gumbamggir community 
revealed a desire to mcorporate culmral information mto the design 
process. The buurrga, a Gumbainggir word for the golden eeP^ is a 
significant totem m Gumbainggir countr)- and was proposed by the Elders 
to become the gmding symbol for the project^" (fig-9)-
The interpretation and scale of apphcation for the use of the 
buurrga was not initially defined. Conversations during the consultation 
process proposed the use of the culmral symbol as a graphic logo, an entry 
feature or apphed artwork. As Mernma developed an imderstandmg of 
the site's topography, an exploration of the building as an entit)- wrapped 
arotmd the landscape contours suggested a zoomorphic exploration of 
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Pro|ect Note: The Acmena juvenile justice 
Centre project was the first Mernma 
project I contributed design expertise to 
as an assistant to the proiect architect, 
Dillon Kombumern. I'l-us project gently 
eased me into the robust dynamics of 
working with community representatives 
and government officials and revealed 
tlie complexities that surround politically 
driven projects. It confirmed the idea of 
appropriately accessing and interpreting 
local cultural knowledge in the generation 
of an architecmral response. 
space and form"(fig.lO,l 1). The Elders and communit)' became mterested 
in this notion and allowed the architectural development to proceed. The 
design process included an examination of the buurrga's feamres and hfe 
cycle""' -within the Clarence River. The result was the 'head' as the teachmg 
areas, the 'body' as the center support and accommodation, the 'tail' as the 
recreation areas, and the 'reproductive organ' as entr)' and administration'" 
(fig.12,13,14). The plan layout of each working component was guided by 
a standard JCC schedule of accommodation. This allowed for mmimal 
indi-vtidual plan change but a reasonable degree of flexibiht)- m sitmg and 
form. The form takes on a sense of movement begmnmg with the lower 
ridgeline of the 'head' and moves through the 'body' to nse at the 'tail'. The 
markings of the mamre female buurrga are a brown-green pigment -with a 
golden imderbeUy. This was also reflected in the colours and articulation 
of the 'underbelly' block work and 'fin' sim-shading de\'ices. 
Fig.9: Left - The Buurrga (golden eel) is 
a totem of the (jumbainggir people. 
rng.10: Left - Below: Model. 
Fig. 11: Below - Plan of the Acn-iena 




Fig. 12: Left - The 'Body' to die 'Append-
age' or Central Services to Administra-
tion. 
Fig 13: Below Left - The 'Head' or Out-
door Teaching Space. 
Fig 14: Below Ilight - The 'Tail' or 
Gymnasium. 
The role of the Acmena^-Juvenile Justice Centre is to offer the 
communities of nor thern N e w South Wales a regional facihty that fosters 
closer family contact with family members admitted as juvenile offenders. 
It is a place of education and rehabihtation using culmral identit)' as a 
means of direction. Tlie architecmre supports both 'iconic' and ' symbohc ' 
readmgs of 'signs.' T o those involved in the design process, the buurrga 
IS metaphorically represented m the final works, and as such is an 'icon.' 
However, the representation as ' icon' is not as strongly suggested or 
experienced as the pre-vious project. The architecmre lends itself more 
to a 'symbohc' reading, where the agreed interpretation of the buurrga is 
required in order to gam a complete understanding. As the project ideology 
engaged the use of a traditional mfluence through totemic content , it can 
be considered an example of 'Aborigmahty-as-persistencc ' . T h e following 
project examines a different source of inspiration. 
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Fig. 15: Below - Sydney is situated in 
Eora country. 
Fig. 16: Bottom - Model of full project 
prior to phasing. 
Dance Studios for NAISDA, Sydney 
Eora'*^ country is understood to include the region of present 
day Sydney and neighboured by the Tharawal, Dharug and Kuring-gai 
countries'"(fig.l5). In 1788, the Bntish invaded Austraha, estabhshmg a 
penal colony in Sydney Cove and resetting the course of histor)- for the 
Eora people. Initial reports at the time of European contact suggest some 
1,500 Eora people inhabiting the area's harbours and beaches.' During 
the folio-wing year an estimated 50 to 90 per cent of the Eora people were 
decimated by an outbreak of a small-pox like disease.•*' 
Despite the followmg )'ears of destmction, removal, and 
ahenation of the Eora people, their descendents managed to survive and 
inhabit Sydney to this day. In 1996, of the city's population of 3,741,290, 
some 31,669 were recorded in the census as bemg Aborigmal people.•'^ ' 
Within the Eora countr)' a number of sub-clans existed at the 
time of European contact."^ The CadigaP* people, one of these sub-clans, 
are the recognized traditional owners of Sydney Cove and it is -within 
this area that NAISDA is based. This organization evolved from the 
Aboriginal Islander Skill Development Scheme (AISDS) estabhshed in 
1972 m Redfern and later developed m Glebe.'" On the 24 May, 1988, 
AISDS became an mcorporated body as NAISDA allowmg direct access 
to funding and further expansion of the organization mto a truly national 
body providing a full Diploma Course m dance and teachmg programs.'" 
Today it is recognized as the 'mother of black dance' in Austraha.'' 
In 1999, Mernma was engaged by NAISDA and the Federal 
Department of Communications and the Arts (DOCA)" to masterplan 
and design the additions and refurbishment of the NAISDA facihties at 
The Rocks, in S)'dney (fig.l6). During the course of the followmg year a 
part-time smdio was set up m the premises to gain an understandmg of the 
expectations and culmre of NAISDA. 
Initial conversations between Merrima and the administrative 
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Project Note: The Dance Studios for 
NAISDA project was the first Merrim.i 
project in which 1 led the consullauon, 
design and documentation as the pro|ect 
architect. ;\ssistance was provided by 
Dillon Kombumern and .Mison Page. 
Dunng the conslrucuon stage, .\lison 
Page )Oined Merrima and became familiar 
with the desigfn dunking (similar to the 
way in which 1 began). Two phases of 
work were planned, he iwever, only enough 
funding was secured tii deliver the first 
stage of work (the dance studios). 
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Fig. 17: Left - View into vault under 
construction from front office. 
Fig. 19: Below - Section. 
Fig. 18: Centre - Stairs to upper dance 
studios. 
and teaching staff revealed three main issues. Firstly, that the existing 
workshop facihties were not appropriate to the working requirements 
of the dance school. Secondly, the most urgently required spaces were 
new dance studios. Thirdly, the new works should reference the identity 
of the Cachgal land and people as well as the contemporary identit)' of 
NAISDA. 
Issues of Aboriginal identity can be difficult at the best of times, 
but to represent both traditional and contemporar)- notions presented a 
particular challenge to Merrima. The advantage of the part-time smdio 
on site allowed an observation of not only teachers, administrators and 
students' routines but also the truly spinmal moments of dance. Here in lay 
the means to exploring the problem. Both traditional and contemporary 
dance style were taught and observed but the message constantly repeated 
was for the student to engage the spirit of themselves, of others and of 
place. At the same time the fimctional and pragmatic decisions had been 
investigated resulting in the conceptual idea of floatmg a platform within 
the existing void to provide two dance spaces of approximately 90 square 
metres each.'^ The design process developed with a sketch proposal later 
in the year presented to NAISDA. In the sketches a repetitive 'nb' like 
laminated timber strucmre contained the dance smdios and was interpreted 
as the traditional material and sign of remembrance of the Cadigal people. 
Within the main strucmre, a taut 'membrane' of alummium and steel 
framing with glazmg would be interpreted as the contemporary materials 
and sign of the NAISDA identity''-' (fig.l7,18,19). Within these spaces and 
between these materials, teachers and smdents would be exposed to a built 
sense of identity that was mtended to engage the spirit and contnbute to 
not just the performance but also the celebration of dance. NAISDA were 
interested and supportive of these notions and allowed the architectural 
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development to proceed through to the built form (fig.20,21). 
The role of NAISDA is to offer an opportvmity to Aboriginal 
and Torres Strait Islander people to 'estabhsh control of their heritage'.'' 
NAISDA presents its identity at local, state, national and international 
levels specifically through dance as 'a key form of cultural, spirimal and 
pohtical expression,"' The architecmre supports a 'symbohc' reading of 
'signs.' The use of organic terms, such as 'rib' and 'membrane,' that also 
carry material meaning to represent both Cadigal memor)' and NAISDA 
identity, clearly represent a 'symbohc' reading of 'sign' (fig.22). In this 
instance. Aboriginal identit)' is abstracted, and knowledge of the design's 
meaning is required in order to gain a complete imderstanding. NAISDA's 
history and on-going campaigning as a cradle of culmral expression, 
infused the project ideolog)- -with a strong sense of culmral and pohtical 
opposition. As such, it can be considered an example of'Aboriginahty-as-
resistence'. The following project examines the alternative ideology. 
Fig.20: Far Left - View of 'Ribs' under 
construction from front office. 
Fig.21: Left - Lower dance studios. 
Fig.22: Below - \'iew of 'llibs' from rear 
deck. 
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Fig.23: Below - Wilcannia is situated in 
Barkindji country approximately 500km 
north-east of Adelaide and 973km west-
north-west of Sydney. 
Fig.24: Bottom - lintry view from street 
with the refurbished Blackett btulding in 
the foreground. 
Multi -purpose Hea l th Service, Wilcannia 
Barkindji'^ coimtrj ' is generally understood to include 
the Darhng River and the adjacent land to the north-west and south-east. '" 
T h e linguist. Dr . Luise Hercus^' demonstrated that Barkindji is a distinct 
language group comprising a number of mumally intelhgible dialects''" that 
clearly identifies a unique group of people and their terntor)'. 
Situated within the Barkindji language group on the Darling 
River, 973 kilometres west-north-west of Sydney, is Wilcannia'''(fig.23). 
Proclaimed in 1881, the town hes upon the Barrier Highway that connects 
Sydney and Adelaide. In 2001, of the town's population of 698, some 446 
were recorded in the census as bemg Aboriginal people.''- This contrasts 
sharply with the colonial origins''^ of the port town, with a non-Aboriginal 
populat ion of arotmd 3000 people at its peak.''^ Today, Wilcannia fosters a 
s trong pohtical representation by the Aboriginal community.''^ 
In 1997, Merrima won a pubhc tender by the N e w South Wales 
Depar tmen t of Health ( D O H ) for services to design the redevelopment 
of the Multi-purpose Health Service at Wilcannia.'''' During the course of 
the foUo-wing five years, seven design options were mvestigated and twelve 
site -visits attended.''^ 
T h e body of water winding its way across the region is believed 
to have been made by Ngati, an ancestral spirit. The resulting nver, the 
Barka, a Barkindji word for the river,''" represents a source of sustenance 
both spiritually and physically.'''' It was therefore necessar)' to assert the 
sacred namre of the water by begmning at the water's edge and progressing 
back into the town, reconciling the idea of the cultural landscape with the 
idea of the town grid. By placmg the new bmlding in this tension, an 
opport tmit) ' was taken to consider the spaces between old building and 
new buildmg and to explore an mformal spatial sequence before reveahng 
the source of heahng (fig.24). 
T h e existing colonial hospital buildmg, designed by Cyril Blackett 
•»: . . i ; 
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Project Note: The Multi-purpose 1 lealth 
Service presented an occasion where 
the design thinking between Dillon 
Kombumerri (project architect), myself 
(assistant architect) and Alison Page 
(interior designer) found a symbiotic 
moment and established a confidence in 
our combined abilities as Mernma. My 
specific involvement began with our first 
trip to Wilcannia to tender architectural 
services tor the project and continued 
through an extensive consultation, design 
and documentation process, I was not 
involved in the construction st.ige and 
returned upon completion. 
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and built in 1879, positioned and protected people in a bmlding that was in 
mrn a manifestation of the town grid positioned over the landscape. That 
the new building would invert this relationship and positions people in the 
landscape suggests that the connection between the two building entities 
may be described as an mterstitial element — the connection between the 
old and new, the river and land (fig.25). The reahgnment of the arrival 
from the central corridor of the existing bmldmg mto an informal 
entry and gathering court is the first move. Along this sequence are a 
number of 'iconic' artworks set withm pa-vmg slabs by local Aboriginal 
artist Badger Bates^"(fig.26). The second move is die transparency of the 
glazed connection that orchestrates \'iews between the pubhc and private 
courts on the north-west to south-east entr)' axis, and also, between the 
intemahzed namre of the existmg buildmg and the river-engagmg new 
building along the north-east to the south-west axis. 
A set of further design concepts shaped the architecmral 
configuration on the site (fig.27). Tlie new building presents a sohd edge 
of earth brick masonr)- towards the existing sandstone buildmg m order 
to estabhsh a sense of cohesiveness through material and scale. The nver 
edge, however, is stricd)- about the d)'namic and kmetic. The cornigated 
aluminium claddmg folds through section and along elevation to suggest a 
reading of a skin clad entit)- that shimmers m the settmg sim (fig.28,29,30). 
This was achieved through the articulation of the plan along its spine, 
with the mormar) ' at the nor thern head, the chnical activities m the central 
body, and the residential spaces m the tail. 
T h e role of the Multi-purpose Health Service is more than just 
a place of heahng. It is a place of education, prevention, commumty and 
ritual. T h e posi t ionmg of the Barkindji within this nver landscape became 
the defining hand m the reahsation of the final project. As the culmral 
information of the Barkindji people revealed itself, the unders tandmg of 
Fig.25: Far Left - Entry towards 'link'. 
Fig26: Left - (Uncle) Badger Bates' 
artwork to the entry walkway. 
Fig27: Below - Plan. 
Fig.28: Far Below - Section. 
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Fig.29: Far Left -View from the river 
bank. 
Fig.30: Left - Internal top lit 'spine'. 
Fig.31: Below - View towards die river 
from the main resident and visitors' 
deck. 
the project site as a component of a larger and inter-connected Aboriginal 
landscape suggested that the final design must also reflect this meta-
physical relationship (fig.31). 
The architecmre supports a 'symbohc' reading of 'sign.' At no 
point was a totemic reference made or inferred, however, it was e-vident 
that the stor)' of the Barka would inform the design. The architecmral 
language, particularly to the river, conveys a lyrical expression of 'skm' 
and 'fin' m order to suggest through 'symbohc' means an entity evolved 
from the river. As the project ideolog)- focused upon the re-use of the 
existing colonial hospital building, facihtating communit)- employment and 
supporting the local earth bnck industry, it can be considered an example 
of 'Aboriginahty-as-shared-contact-history'. Essentially, the project 
ideology was concerned with shapmg culmral and spatial relationships 
between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal contexts. 
Media t ing Aboriginality 
In her paper, Lochert is concerned that 'mainstream architecmral 
media re-presentations of those collaborations chosen as worthy of 
discussion appear as a contmuation of an obsession -with definmg what 
is and is not "Aboriginaht)-", what is and is not "authentic". '^' Lochert 
states that further to a histor)' of 'mappropr ia te models ' the generation of 
Aboriginahty in the built environment is discovered through an approach 
where 'consultative and participator)' design are among the necessary 
conditions . . . [by] which . . . any chents' agency and authont) ' may re-enter 
the architecmral design process.' '^ Lochert identifies the Brambuk Li-vmg 
Culmral Centre, by Greg Burgess Pt)'. Ltd. and, the \ ' i c tonan Abonginal 
Health Service (\ 'AHS) by Peter Sanders Pt)-. Ltd. Architects, as examples 
of collaborative approaches with contrasting formal expressions of 
Aboriginaht)' as 'primitive' and 'technical' respectively. 'In mainstream 
architectural discourse, specific and complex representations continue 
to be undermined by stereotypes','^^ where the 'primitive' language falls 
neatly into romantic not ions of Abongmahty- and the 'technical' language 
generates ' imease' as an 'appropriate representation'. This is due, in part, 
to Lochert 's previous obser\ 'ation that for the most part, re-presentations 
of Abonginahty have been defined from non-Abongmal perspectives. 
This IS not to suggest, as Lochert quotes Aboriginal anthropologist and 
activist Marcia Langton, "that Abonginal people will make "bet ter" 
representations of us, simply because being Aboriginal gives "greater 
understanding", '^ but that a true discussion must allow "non-fixed and 
vaned ways" of expressions of Abongmahty. Specifically, "there is a need 
to develop a body of knowledge on representations of Abongmal people 
and a critical perspective on these which draws from a variety- of sources: 
Abongmal and non-Aborigmal, past and present."^' 
Locher t has raised two important issues about architecture 
and Abongmahty that 1 would summarize as follows: Aborigmaht)' is 
authorized through an inclusive project process that engages Abonginal 
people (as end-users, traditional owners, community, chents, contributors); 
Aboriginaht)- as formal architecmral expression is subject to a 'pnmit ive ' 
stereotype withm the media and pubhc perception. 
Conclus ion 
Each Merrima project has undergone inclusive processes, as 
an acknowledgement of cultural protocol. This is necessar)- in order to 
estabhsh a sense of project ownership -with Aboriginal end users and allow 
a conduit for cultural expression. Tlie dynamics of each communit) ' 's 
population and contact histor)- has shaped the cultural context diat defines 
each project. 
It is evident that the completed projects convey concepts of 
Aboriginaht)' as measured through Memmot t ' s categories of 'archi tecmral 
semiotics.' Within each categor)- it is possible to argue separate or 
combined notions. It is also noted that the ideology of each project and the 
expressions of Aboriginaht)' are subject to local, state and national socio-
pohtical environments. However, the apphcation of this methodology docs 
not seem to allow a satisfactory investigation of the spatial charactcnstics 
of each project. 
All projects have received some form of critical review 
through the media further con tnbu tmg to the discussion of concepts of 
Aborigmaht)- as raised by Lochert. Each review has noted the architecmral 
expression of a 'technical' language tempered by a l)-ncal quaht)- abstracted 
through zoomorphic or an thropomorphic observations. This in itself is an 
expression, not only of the end users' Aboriginahty but also Mernma ' s , as a 
collaboration of Indigenous designers, defining their sense of j \bonginahty 
in the bmlt en\ ' ironment. At this point, multiple 'meanings ' can be 
generated, mformed and immformed, personally and publicly, correctly 
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and mcorrectly, shaping an understanding of Abongmahty. An analysis of 
these 'meanmgs ' can differentiate the following categories: 'first meaning', 
where one level of meaning is constructed from within the culmre of the 
Aboriginal end users and their relationship to place; 'second meaning', 
where a second level of meaning is constmcted by the architect through 
the generation of architecmre, and; 'third meaning', where meaning is 
re-presented through an independent third part)', such as the media. All 
three levels of meaning contribute to the discussion about the relationship 
between Aborigmahty and architecture; but as Lochert demonstrated, the 
'third meaning' can be more erroneous when considered m isolation. 
Merrima's architecmre is gmded by a symbiosis of the 'first' 
and 'second' levels of meanmgs and the formal expressions are but 
another contribution to an ongomg discourse where architecmre and 
"Aboriginaht)- . . . is made over and over again m a process of dialogue, 
of imagination, of representation and interpretation. Both Aboriginal and 
non-Aborigmal people create 'Abongmahties '"" ' 
What is being revealed here is that the apphcation of semiotics, 
project ideology, -and meanings although useful m mitiatmg the investiga-
tion, do not estabhsh a comprehensive framework for mvestigatmg a fuller 
relationship between Aborigmaht)' and architecmre. In fact -anthropologist 
A m o s Rapopor t is not con-vinced of ' . . . any good empincal or other 
smdy that really uses semiotics to smdy built environments. ' " How-ever, 
this seems overly dismissive. Semiotics, if considered as part of a larger 
set of principles, can contribute substantiaUy to the understanding of the 
'relationship'. So what are these other prmciples? The clues can be found 
in estabhshing a definition of architecture. 
In an unpubhshed 2004 paper by D r P a u l Memmot t and James 
Davidson tided 'Configurmg a world cross-culmral theor)- of 'architec-
m r e " a cross-culmral definition of 'Architecmre can be defined as one that 
is a selected, arranged and constructed configuration of environmental 
properties, both natural and artificial, in and around one or more acti-vit)-
spaces, combined w-itli patterns of beha^-ioural rules and meanmgs, as well 
as incorporating culmral constructs of space and time to result in human 
comfort and quaht)' of hfestj'le.' ™ This view is arrived at by consider-
ing a number of contributing theones, informed by Rapoport 's writings 
on behaviour-en-vironment, levels of meanings, and settings theories. T h e 
definition also draws upon concepts of phenomenological theory and the 
importance of temporal properties in order to estabhsh a clear basis for a 
cross-culmral understanding of architecmre. 
\XTiat is also bemg suggested here is a way forward not just in the 
re-consideration of architecmre but also a means of mforming a design 
process about architecmre. This last point is loaded with possibiht)- given 
the namre of this thesis as research by design. At this pomt, only com-
pleted projects have been re-considered, however, a potent base has been 
estabhshed on which to begui the hypothetical design case studies that will 
dehver the expected (and unexpected) factors contributing to the relation-
ship between Aborigmaht)- and architecmre. 
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Part 2 continues on from ideas introduced in Part 1 (and from 
the paper titled Aborigmahty and Architecmre'^ The aim of Part 1 was 
to estabhsh a means to 'readmg' culmral meanmg m architecmre through 
an approach anchored upon semiotics — the reading of 'signs'. The use 
of Memmott 's^ icon, mdex and symbol as the working components of 
a semiotic dissection of architecmre were tested against several projects 
completed by the Merrima Aboriginal Design Unit. ' The result, possibly 
inevitable,was that these fourprojects contained elements of'Aborigmahty'^ 
that could be extracted from the bmlt form. However, when these projects 
were compared to the works of other architects such as Burgess' Brambuk 
Culmral Centre and Sanders' Victorian Health Centre it became clear that 
the 'signs' are often subjugated to stereotyped or romantic notions -about 
what exactly constimtes 'Aboriginaht)-' in the built environment. This is 
due less to any deeper understandmg through semiotic smdy but rather 
to subjective interpretations about form in the first instance. If a bmldmg 
displays 'organic' language or ' rough' materials it is generally considered 
to convey a more 'authentic' sense of Abongm-aht)-. I thmk not. And nor 
does Lochert as demonstrated through her papers' ' discussmg this very 
issue, the 'technical vs primitive' and the namre of media m mamtammg 
stereotypes. 
P o s t - s e m i o l o g y 
At this point it would be wor th stating that I am not at temptmg 
to suggest that any of the afore ment ioned works is any less or more 
authentic in its representation of Abongmahty than any other works. 
However , to consider only the built form as a means of determming some 
sense of Abongmahty is a shaUow approach and mherently flawed. This 
IS no t to suggest that the apphcation of semiotics is imnecessar)', qmte the 
opposi te . It is necessar)- but only as a means to identif)'mg the potential 
attnbutes of Aboriginahty. Potential in that there reall)- are no specific 
guidelines for measuring the attributes of Aboriginaht)-. Lochert is quite 
nght when she laments the understandmg of Abonginaht) ' as a preferred 
built form. Aboriginahty is a culmral context - not a fonnal philosophical 
position like the movements of Deconstruct ion, Modermsm or Post-
Modemism. 
Interestingly enough, Merrima would more likely descnbe 
themselves as Regionahsts acknowledging and incorporating critical 
culmral mformation (of an Aboriginal namre) rather than Aboriginal 
architects making Aboriginal architecmre. T o summanze the findings of 
the first paper, a way to descnbe one relationship between Abongmahty 
and architecmre is to understand the levels of 'meanmg' that exist. An 
analysis of 'meanings' of Aboriginaht)- can differentiate the following 
categories: 'first meaning' , where one level of meaning is constmcted from 
withm the culture of the Aboriginal end users and their relationship to 
place; 'second meanmg' , where a second level of meanmg is constructed by 
the architect through the generation of architecmre, and; 'third meaning' , 
where meaning is re-presented through an independent thud party, such as 
the media. All three levels of meaning contnbute to an ongoing discussion 
but as Lochert demonstrated, the 'third meaning' can be more erroneous 
when considered in isolation.'' 
Part 2 aims specifically to table the potential of usmg design 
projects, as a means of research into the ongoing discussion of Aboriginahty 
and architecmre. The focus is on finding something other than semiotics 
to broaden the discussion. As a starting pomt , I am beginning with an 
exploration of spatial conditions bo th at the macro (external to the 
prescnbed site and bnef) -and micro (mternal to the prescribed site 
and brief) scales as a way of revealing cultural conditions that shape an 
alternative sense of Abongmaht)-. 
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Fig.2: Below - Map of Cape \'ork Penin-
sula and the Torres Strait Islands. 
T h e Meriam Context 
A number of case smdy design projects have been mitiated in 
order to allow investigation and research dirough the means of design. A 
specific culmral en-vironment has been decided upon in the far nor th of 
Austraha off the Queensland mamland, that being the eastern region of 
the Torres Strait Islands where the islands of Mer, Dauer and Waier are 
simated and the Menam people maintain a remote existence^(fig. 1,2). In this 
place, a distinct cultural construct exists despite the overlay of European 
influences of modern history (fig.3,4). Language is intact, possibly the 
mos t important aspect of cultural content, while the legal proceedings that 
dehvered the Mabo decision in June 1992, ultimately negating the notion 
of terra nulhus,* have become a celebration of survival and identit)-, at least 
for the Meriam people. It is to this place that A.C.Haddon, led a group 
of researchers from Cambridge Universit)- on an anthropological study to 
document the culmre of the Meriam people in 1899, contributing to the 
development of anthropology as an academic school of thought''(fig.5). 
T h e resulting pubhcation of six volumes is a compelhng document that 
has become a looking glass mto the traditional customs of the Meriam. 
The expenences from investigatmg the case smdy projects on 
Mer is complex and ongoing. Three projects have been initiated through 
discussion -with community Elders and academic supervisors. Each 
project presents an opportunity to re-visit certain notions contained 
within previous Mernma projects, such as totemic, symbohc and iconic 
expectations. However , it also provides a real opportunity to move beyond 
the built expression and look deeper mto the spatial charactcnstics that 
may imbue these places with a sense of place and identit)-. A Church, 
an Elders Meeting Place and a Keepmg Place -with Workshops are the 
projects imderway (fig.6). At this point m time, the advanced state of the 
Church project allows it to become the main, although preliminary-, vehicle 
for investigation and discussion of certain Meriam cultural conditions that 
Torres Strait 
C O H /. i S f f 
East Cape 
Raiiifoi 
' ^ . 4 . . . . , ^ ^ ^ 
determine space. This work can be seen more as an extensive mapping 
exercise m order to look beyond the site(s) and find the clues that will 
mform the nature of the final deign proposit ions. 
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Fig.3: Far Left - View from plane over 
village on Mer with Waier and Dauar in 
the background. 
Fig.4: Left - View from plane over village 
on Mer. 
Fig.5: Bottom Left - I laddon's map of 
Mer indicating the approximate tribal 
divisions and fishtraps. 
Fig.6: Below - The three C;ase Studies' 
sites on Mer 
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Fig.7: Right - CTS's current place of 
worship inside an open storage shed. 
Case Study 1: Church for the Church of the Torres Strait 
T h e Church project deals with an iconic building t)-polog)- yet 
requires an introverted approach to spatial definition. The Church is for 
a section of the local Anghcan commtmity that broke away to form an 
or thodox Anghcan community known as the Church of the Torres Strait 
(C.T.S.), one of 10 rehgions observed and practiced on Mer (fig.7). This 
spht occurred imder unusual circumstances in the closmg years of the 
last century but was commonly explained as a need for a local Church 
controlled by local mterests. '" The C.TS. remrned to the or thodox 
teachmgs of the Anglo-Cathohc Church and its reference, the King James 
Bible of 1522. As such, the bnef for this building was quite specific. 
T h e aim of this gabled space would be to represent the power of 
God , with the manipulation of hght being the means to spatially enforce 
divine presence. The floor surface being the hierarchical organizer of God , 
clergy and congregation through three level changes. Within the main 
space particular places were to be allowed for certain nmals and under no 
circumstances would the 'traditional' form and layout be compromised 
by free forms or mterpretations (fig.8,9). The mternal arrangements and 
relationships were made qmte clear with the architecmre of the bmldmg 
Itself to have a gabled roof The buildmg's relationship to the rest of the 
site was governed by the altar's eastern orientation. Much of the mitial 
bnef discussion seemed hmiting. 
However , an interesting requirement for an external space, large 
enough to facihtate the gathermg of the communit) ' to celebrate certain 
festi-vities through dance and feastmg such as weddings, m particular, 
t ombs tone openmgs, was expressed. A pomt of mvestigation was 
revealed. 
Fig8: Below Left - The 'tradkional' 
Catholic church on Thursday Island. 
Fig9: Below llight - The 'traditional' 
Anglican altar on Moa Island. 
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T o m b s t o n e O p e n i n g 
T h e tombs tone opening is a fascinating rimal which occurs 
approximately 12 months after the death of a Meriam man or woman 
and is also c o m m o n throughout the Torres Strait Islands." At the rime of 
death, a fimeral is held as part of the rehgious rites of the Church. The body 
is then taken and buried -without a tombstone to seal the grave. During 
the course of the followmg year the soul of the deceased is beheved to 
'wander ' and settle his or her differences with members of the community. 
This is so that the deceased soul can move mto the next realm in peace 
and wi thout ties to the mortal world. This is a nmal that is celebrated -with 
some enthusiasm and joy. The extended family of the deceased, as well as 
the greater communit)- gathers at the grave site which is now rmged by a 
temporary b a m b o o framed fence approximately 1000mm high. Between 
the b a m b o o frame can be a variet)- of materials such as woven coconut 
branches or tied thatching. Inside this fence is where the immediate family 
collect to receive gifts and monetary offerings from the gathermg. The 
priest blesses the proceedmgs, an Elder leads a traditional song of thanks 
and the ceremony concludes -with the unveihng of the tombstone. This 
tombs tone is also a reflection of the family's work to raise the reqmred 
funds for a fitting tribute to the deceased. At this point the family mvites 
the guests back to a commimal space, sometimes the commtmity hall, to 
celebrate -with food, song and dance long mto the night (fig. 10). 
This is a collective effort that reqmres some plannmg. The men 
have previously organized huntmg trips to gather mrtle and dugong to 
be cooked in the ground usmg a slow roasting technique. The women 
have prepared broths and stews of vanous ingredients mcluding fish, 
chicken and pork, laced with local taro, yam, coconut and lemon grass, 
also damper and rice, to complete the feast. Tlie food is served mid-
afternoon and given the copious amounts , is grazed upon mitil a second 
servmg for an early dmner. It is not u n c o m m o n for a third sittmg later 
F'lg.lO: Left - A typical 'exchange of 
gifts' during tombstone opening festivi-
ties, Waiben (I'hursday Island). 
Fig.l 1: Below - A typical dance perform-
ance during tombstone opening festivi-
ties, Waiben (Thursday Island). 
in the evenmg to take place. During this time the women dance for the 
entertainment of the host family and guests. Performances are expressed 
with much gusto and laughter. After the evening meal, the men begm to 
dance m a linear format. Line after hne of dancers move across the dance 
ground performing traditional dances well into the night (fig. 11). It has 
been my pleasure to attend a number of tombstone openmgs over the past 
thirty years, although not on Mer, but on the islands of Ker in (Hammond 
Island) and Waiben (Thursday Isl-and) m the western part of the Torres 
Strait and these expenences seem to match the descriptions of others ' 
experiences on Mer.'-
The tombstone rimal has become a part of the modern rehgious 
existence of the Menam community. The associated celebration through 
food, dance and song demands a clear representation withm the functional 
brief of the Church project. Specifically, a dancing ground, a dancing 
preparation area, food preparation and serving space, and covered eating 
area would be required at the ver)- least. Reahzmg the ' theatre ' of these 
moments and the internal Church celebrations is something I have 
attempted to mvestigate as a parallel endeavor that allows a resolution of 
certain micro design issues. 
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Tombstone Opening 
The tombstone opening is a fascinating rimal which occurs 
approximately 12 months after the death of a Meriam man or woman 
and is also common throughout the Torres Strait Islands." At the time of 
death, a funeral is held as part of the rehgious rites of the Church. The body 
is then taken and buried without a tombstone to seal the grave. During 
the course of the folio-wing year the soul of the deceased is beheved to 
'wander' and settle his or her differences with members of the community. 
This is so that the deceased soul can move into the next realm in peace 
and without ties to the mortal world. This is a rimal that is celebrated with 
some enthusiasm and joy. The extended family of the deceased, as well as 
the greater communit)- gathers at the grave site which is now rmged by a 
temporary bamboo framed fence approximately 1000mm high. Between 
the bamboo frame can be a variet)- of materials such as woven coconut 
branches or tied thatching. Inside this fence is where the immediate family 
collect to receive gifts and monetary offerings from the gathering. The 
priest blesses the proceedings, an Elder leads a traditional song of thanks 
and the ceremony concludes with the unveiling of the tombstone. This 
tombstone is also a reflection of the family's work to raise the required 
funds for a fitting tribute to the deceased. At this point the family in-vites 
the guests back to a commimal space, sometimes the commtmity hall, to 
celebrate -with food, song and dance long into the night (fig. 10). 
This is a collective effort that requires some planning. The men 
have previously organized huntmg trips to gadier turtie and dugong to 
be cooked in the ground using a slow roasting technique. The women 
have prepared broths and stews of various ingredients includmg fish, 
chicken and pork, laced with local taro, yam, coconut and lemon grass, 
also damper and rice, to complete the feast. The food is served mid-
aftemoon and given the copious amounts, is grazed upon until a second 
serving for an early dinner. It is not uncommon for a third sitting later 
Fig.lO: Left - A typical 'exchange of 
gifts' during tombstone opening festivi-
ties, Waiben (Thursday Island). 
Fig.l 1: Below - A typical dance perform-
ance dimng tombstone opening festivi-
ties, Waiben (Thursday Island). 
in the evening to take place. During this time the women dance for the 
entertainment of the host family and guests. Performances are expressed 
-with much gusto and laughter. After the evening meal, the men begin to 
dance in a linear format. Line after line of dancers move across the dance 
groimd performing traditional dances well into the night (fig.l 1). It has 
been my pleasure to attend a number of tombstone openings over the past 
thirty years, although not on Mer, but on the islands of Keriri (Hammond 
Island) and Waiben (Thursday Island) in the western part of the Torres 
Strait and these experiences seem to match the descriptions of others' 
experiences on Mer.'-
The tombstone rimal has become a part of the modern rehgious 
existence of the Meriam commumty. The associated celebration through 
food, dance and song demands a clear representation -withm the functional 
brief of the Church project. Specifically, a dancing ground, a dancing 
preparation area, food preparation and serving space, and covered eating 
area would be required at the ver)- least. Reahzing the 'theatre' of these 
moments and the internal Church celebrations is something I have 
attempted to investigate as a parallel endeavor that allows a resolution of 
certain micro design issues. 
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Fig 12: Below - The head of Gelam 
forms the headland of Mer facing 
towards Dauar and Waier. 
Ritual 
A further point of investigation became that of ' r imal ' . 'Ritual' is 
a s trong term that crosses bo th Meriam and Enghsh culmral boundaries 
and allowed for the identification of a hierarchy of spaces beginnmg in the 
namral landscape, described by the culmre-scape and to be reahzed m the 
built landscape. By considering the Meriam stories about ancestral heroes 
particularly Gelam, it became clear that the entire landscape (mcludmg 
the sea and sky) inherently holds culmral meaning that ennch and ad\ise 
Meriam existence and experience." 
Gelam is considered the creating entity- of the Meriam existence. 
Gelam came from the west in the form of a dugong and came to rest in 
that same form to make the island of Mer (fig.12,13). O u t of his nostrils 
spat two pods that became the nearby islands of Waier and Dauer (fig. 14). 
From this time on, Gelam transformed into other forms (such as fire, 
human, dog and snake) and scared the local Meriam mto observance of 
his powers and wrath. Interestingly, on one such occasion that Gelam was 
dismrbed by a run away fire in the 'nostnls ' (two caves) of the western 
m 
edge of the island, a minor earthquake erupted reportedly destro)'ing 
the first Church built by the London Nhssionary Societ)- (L.M.S.).'-* 
Within this namral landscape a number of myths and legends define the 
Meriam cidmral construct. These myths and legends describe and contain 
culmral information that determine spatial conditions. The essence of 
the knowledge of these stones is unlimited in that the spatial conditions 
described are experienced ultimately through a spinmal position that 
Sharp describes as bemg m a constant state of renewal. ' ' 
This greater space, is what I have come to term 'first space' and 
hmited -visually only as far as the eye can see to the h o n z o n of the sea, the 
height of the stars, and controlled by one's position of reference either 
on land in water or in the air. Depending on the position of reference 
within 'first space' different landscape markers will p rompt reference to 
particular Meriam stories. Meriam 'first space' descnbes places of rimal. 
Fig l3 : Left - The head of Gelam. F ig l4 : Bottom Left - The Uvo pods 
that spat forth from Cielam formed the 
islands of Waier (L) and l^auar (R). 
Fig. 15: Bottom Right - The Spatial 
Diagram 
initiation, prohibition; it describes ways of orientation, hmiting, planting; 
it describes imderstandings of creation, totems and people; fimdamentally 
the basis of traditional Meriam knowledge. Perhaps referrmg to this 
kind of cultural information merely as 'stories' is much too simphstic 
and overlooks the weight of the knowledge confained. What can be 
taken from this knowledge is the possibiht)' of generatmg a metaphysical 
experience that begins in 'first space' and is extended mto the architecmral 
realm or 'second space' (fig. 15). This Church requires certain spaces to 
perform and allow participation in 'nmals ' both mternally and externally. 
Internally, space needs to be considered for the hierarch)- of clencal 
and congregational occupation during the rehgious seasons as per the 
denomination's practices. F rom the altar space to the baptismal font, 
the lectern to the tabernacle, these places of 'nmal ' require considered 




Three schematic design approaches have been investigated as a 
means of research into specific design drivers with varying results (fig. 16). 
The first scheme was generated from a pre-determined architecmral 
intention that apphed an idea of 'skin' across the program to control and 
shape both internal and external spaces (fig.17,19). The second scheme 
was produced from an architecmral intention based purely on a functional 
desire to pro-vide a basic building, easily constructed, rel)ing on a tectonic 
resolution that produced the necessar)- rehgious spaces internally and 
allowed necessary external areas (fig. 18,20). The third scheme, and perhaps 
the mos t interesting from a personal point of view, was based upon a 
not ion of 'rimal', as a way of mvestigatmg the greater culmral context 
and deriving an associated spatial strategy (fig.21,22,23). The mtention of 
these three approaches is to initiate the design process, it is more likely 
that the mos t appropriate scheme is somewhere m between all three and 
F'ig.l6: Left - Scheme 2 techtonic study. 
Fig. 17: Bottom Far Left - Scheme 1 plan. 
Fig. 18: Bottom Left - Scheme 2 plan. 
Fig.l9: Top Right - Scheme 1 studies ap-
plying a 'skin' to organise program. 
Fig.20: Bottom Right - Scheme 2 studies 
employing a simple construction system. 
requires much more discussion -with the Meriam communit)-, however, the 
third scheme and the idea of 'rimal' as a vehicle for investigation proved 
illuminating. 
The extension of the 'rimal' in 'first space' and 'second space' into 
the spatial tensions that are created between people when engaged in the 
nmals of song, dance or worship, what I have come to term 'third space', 
IS one that also aims to search for the hohstic relationships. Findmg a set 
of tensions or synergy between all levels o f ' space ' has become a revelation 
of the first research by design project (fig.l5). Tlie means through which 
this has been revealed is the acmal surface or terrain upon which Meriam 
existence and the Church site are grounded. By considermg the Church as 
a senes of internal rimals that are really extensions of the ntuals found m 
the 'first space', the 'second space' and the 'third space' the possibiht)' of 












Fig.21: Left - Scheme 3 massing sketch. Fig22: Top - Scheme 3 sectional studie 
Fig.23: Bottom - Scheme 3 plan. 
a potentially \igorous means of dissectmg the immediate architecmral 
site and brief Through this approach, the intention is that ultimately the 
visitor will be aware, either consciously or sub-consciously, of the greater 
spatial connections that exist while approaching, entering, worshippmg or 
dancing within this place of rehgion. 
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Chal lenges 
This project presented many more challenges than I had 
anticipated, specifically three. 
Firsdy, the overarching architecmral approach of h o w to 
position people -within the landscape, a culturally rich landscape, when 
the C.TS. itself is fundamentally concerned with protecting one from the 
landscape and internahzing the spatial experience. This simation leaves die 
external reading of the building primarily as an iconic representation of 
the rehgion. 
Secondly, was the paradox of a remote Indigenous community 
embracing an or thodox Anghcan faith despite a less than courteous history 
of the L.M.S. presence."' A presence that was directly responsible for the 
suppression of Meriam culmre since 1871. That the new C.TS. formed in 
the Torres Strait Islands for the people of the Torres Strait Islands based 
on an archaic reference to 16''' cenmry -anglo-cathohc or thodox rehgious 
behef presents a paradox that requires careful consideration to estabhsh 
understanding. 
T h e third concern, is that the resident priest is not only a devout 
behever of the or thodox Anghcan faith but also well versed in trachtional 
Meriam 'magic' - sometimes referred to as 'puri puri ' when used in 
association with 'black magic'. It is recorded that the secret male society 
of the 'Zogo le', that practiced 'puri puri ' , was considered the antithesis 
of the L.M.S. and engaged in anti-Chnstian practices such as cannibahsm, 
cursing, trickery and murder. Over time, it became c o m m o n for the local 
priest to engage in trachtional practices to combat the e-vils dispersed by the 
former, effectively becoming the 'white doctor'. '^ An mterestmg paradox 
that eventually provided a touchstone for mo-vmg the project forward. If I 
could find the c o m m o n ground, quite hterally, a meaningful design could 
be generated that acknowledged and allowed these paradoxes to exist 
simultaneously. 
Fig.24: Left - A cross commemorating 
the 'Coming of the Light' in 1871 at the 
point where the LMS landed on Mer. 
Conclus ion 
So what makes this Church building special or even relevant 
to the Meriam place? What lends some form of identit)' or uniqueness? 
What differentiates this experience? The answer is found in the histor)-
of the L.M.S. landing at Mer in 1871 and the resulting overlay of Enghsh 
Protestantism on Meriam culture and the subsequent embracement of the 
new rehgion'"(fig.24). 
Despite a rather ruthless assertion initially by the missionaries 
and the accompanying intolerance of any local practices (considered 
heathen), two aspects of Meriam culmre managed to entwine themselves 
into the rehgious practices over the next centur)', namely, song and dance, 
particularly through not only the tombstone rimal'" but also celebrations 
such as the commemorat ion of the L.M.S.'s arrival as the 'Coming of 
the Light' and weekly Church services. This was certainly evident when 
I attended a service during a site \'isit late in 2003. The intensit)- of the 
music with the traditional d m m (keeping the beat) and the strength of 
the collective voices (almost nasal in sound) punctuatmg and announcing 
the moments of rehgious rimal during the service is a tnily memorable 
experience specific to place. 
However, perhaps the main issue of 'relevance' to the Meriam 
can be unders tood through the fact that essentially, the elements of bo th 
traditional Meriam spirimahty and Christianit)' were grounded upon 
similar concepts of good and evil with both referring to spintual entities 
such as culture heroes or saints as touchstones for spirimal observance. 
Both contained sacred stories or bibhcal messages that provided guidance. 
Although many differences in culmral practices existed, the Menam easily 
adapted or rather embraced the new rehgion with much fervor, possibly 
for the structure that it offered. Here was a new system, interpreted 
as 'white magic', that provided a means to counter the secretive 'black 
magic' or 'puri puri ' that permeated Meriam societ)'. T h e practices of the 
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Chal lenges 
This project presented many more challenges than I had 
anticipated, specifically three. 
Firsdy, the overarching architecmral approach of h o w to 
position people -within the landscape, a culturally rich landscape, when 
the C.TS. itself is fundamentally concerned -with protecting one from the 
landscape and internahzing the spatial experience. This simation leaves the 
external reading of the building primarily as an iconic representation of 
the rehgion. 
Secondly, was the paradox of a remote Indigenous community 
embracing an or thodox Anghcan faith despite a less than courteous history 
of the L.M.S. presence."' A presence that was directly responsible for the 
suppression of Meriam culmre since 1871. That the new C.TS. formed in 
the Torres Strait Islands for the people of the Torres Strait Islands based 
on an archaic reference to 16"' cenmr) ' anglo-cathohc or thodox rehgious 
behef presents a paradox that requires careful consideration to estabhsh 
understanding. 
T h e third concern, is that the resident priest is not only a devout 
behever of the ord iodox Anghcan faith but also well versed in traditional 
Meriam 'magic' — sometimes referred to as 'puri puri ' when used in 
association -with 'black magic'. It is recorded that the secret male society 
of the 'Zogo le', that practiced 'puri pun ' , was considered the antithesis 
of the L.M.S. and engaged in anti-Christian practices such as cannibahsm, 
cursing, trickery and murder. Over time, it became c o m m o n for the local 
priest to engage in traditional practices to combat the e-vils dispersed by the 
former, effectively becoming the 'white doctor'.'"' An mteresting paradox 
that evenmally pro-vided a touchstone for mo-ving the project forward. If I 
could find the c o m m o n ground, qmte hterally, a meaningful design could 
be generated that acknowledged and allowed these paradoxes to exist 
simultaneously. 
Fig.24: Left - A cross commemorating 
the 'Coming of the Light' in 1871 at the 
point where the LMS landed on Mer 
Conclus ion 
So what makes this Church building special or even relevant 
to the Meriam place? What lends some form of identity or uniqueness? 
What differentiates this experience? T h e answer is found in the liistor)-
of the L.M.S. landing at Mer in 1871 and the resulting overlay of Enghsh 
Protestantism on Meriam culmre and the subsequent embracement of the 
new rehgion'*'(fig.24). 
Despite a rather ruthless assertion initially by the missionaries 
and the accompanying intolerance of any local practices (considered 
heathen), two aspects of Meriam culmre managed to entwine themselves 
into the rehgious practices over the next centur)', namely, song and dance, 
particularly through not only the tombstone nmal' ' ' but also celebrations 
such as the commemorat ion of the L.M.S.'s arrival as the 'Coming of 
the Light' and weekly Church services. This was certainly e-vident when 
I attended a service during a site visit late in 2003. The intensity of the 
music -with the traditional drum (keeping the beat) and the strength of 
the collective voices (almost nasal m sound) puncmating and announcing 
the moments of rehgious rimal during the service is a truly memorable 
experience specific to place. 
However, perhaps the main issue of 'relevance' to the Menam 
can be unders tood through the fact that essentially, the elements of both 
traditional Meriam spirimaht)' and Christianit)' were grounded upon 
similar concepts of good and e-vil with bo th referrmg to spintual entities 
such as culture heroes or saints as touchstones for spirimal observance. 
Both contained sacred stones or bibhcal messages that provided gmdance. 
Although many differences in culmral practices existed, the Men:im easily 
adapted or rather embraced the new rehgion with much fervor, possibly 
for the strucmre that it offered. Here was a new system, mterpreted 
as 'white magic', that provided a means to counter the secretive 'black 
magic' or 'puri puri ' that permeated Meriam societ)-. T h e practices of the 
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Fig.25: Bottom - An existing structure 
on Dauar that contains clues about 
greater landscape relationships. 
followers of the Malo-Bomai cult were in strict opposit ion to those of 
the L.M.S., and it was through the L.M.S. that an abiht)' to coimter the 
threatening menace of 'puri puri ' was welcomed by die general Meriam 
populat ion. T h e fusion of both culmres and sphituahties during the past 
century has presented the proposit ion that I n o w face - how does one 
make a meaningful response through architecmre? 
Acknowledging a culturally constructed spatial condition as a 
means of generating some kind of meaningful architecmre is an outcome 
of this initial design research. The idea of making architecmre respond to 
and acknowledge culmral space, or looking beyond the immediate site, is 
no t so much a new way of thinking as much as it is a challenging design 
intention. In fact this idea is currently embodied in existing strucmres 
(fig.25). However , as the initial design project progressed it became e-vident 
that the approach should not be on the architecmre as the embodiment 
of space -with references to the culmral landscape, but rather, the basis of 
spatial occupation and experience through a hohstic consideration of the 
revealed 'first space', 'second space' and 'third space'. 
The limits of the Church project go well beyond the length and 
span of a hardwood bearer, or the dimensions and oi-ientation of the site. 
It is my current position that Aboriginaht)- hes within a culmral construct 
that breathes hfe into all aspects of Aleriam existence, from the stories 
of Gelam, to the star constellation of Tagai announcing the seasons,-" to 
the unique dances celebrating the tombstone openings. A building cannot 
occur or exist in an isolated state in this context. In this instance, any talk 
of a meaningful architecmre can only occur as the result of a conversation 
about Meriam culmre (ie the 'first meanmg') ; this provides the preferred 
constmct that can determine the formulation of an)- sense of spatial 
occupation or experience. 
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Part 3:Designing Three Case Studies on Mer 
Overview 
Part 3 is a collation of design drawings representing the final 
schematic design propositions for three case smdy projects on Mer in the 
eastern Torres Strait Islands (fig.1-5). It is intended primarily as a drawn 
record of a sustained design process. The design process has been guided 
by two lines of thinking, namely, information gathered from two intensive 
site -visits to Mer in 2002 and 2003, and secondly, the findings from com-
pleting the first two papers now presented as Parts 1 and 2 of this thesis. 
My first site -visit to Mer occurred between the 21-23 August, 
2002 (refer appendix 1 for site -visit notes). After meeting -with local com-
munity members two projects immediately became apparent as the Church 
for the Church of the Torres Strait congregation, and a Keeping Place 
and Workshops for the repatriation and storage of artefacts and items 
of culmral heritage. After returning to Brisbane, I began design drawings 
mainly concentrating on the Church project. Interestingl)-, as the papers 
developed, so to did the thinking informing the design process. Design 
work informed the written words and -vice versa. In retrospect, this proc-
ess defines the strength of this research as a design based enquiry. 
My second site visit to Mer occurred between 19-23 August, 
2003 (refer appendix 2 for site visit notes). During this period initial con-
cepts for the Church project were tabled for discussion with members of 
the Church of the Torres Strait. A number of design issues were teased 
out mainly in relation to the types of 'rimal spaces required for the Church 
itself This essentially was a role playing exercise that came to form the 
basis for imderstanding how to develop the project further as something 
more than just an iconic expectation of what a Church should look like. 
Central to this discussion w-as the culmral possibihties that would come to 
inform a clearer sense of use and occupation of the entire site. For ex-
ample, the role of an external space that could accommodate communit)-
gatherings such as weddings, funerals or tombstone openings, estabhshed 
an extended brief that moved beyond the pragmatic and extracted the 
experiential possibihties of the project as a collection of specific cultural 
events or 'happenings'. Further meetmgs during this site -visit with mem-
bers of the Mer Island Council defined clearer requirements for the sec-
ond project the Keeping Place and Workshops. Interestingly, the discus-
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sions described pragmatic issues only At no point was a direction given in 
relation to building form as a culturally derived expectation. In many ways, 
this project was similar to the Multipurpose Health Ser-vice at Wilcannia in 
that it allowed a sense of freedom from form-making constraints. 
Dur ing these discussions a third project was revealed as an Elders 
Meeting Place. This project required an interpretation of the Octopus (as 
a symbol of the eight clans of Mer) to be incorporated into the design. 
This project was similar in expectation to the Girrawaa Creative Work 
Centre at Bathurst in that it presented a challenge in confronting the hteral 
and exploring the figurative. 
At the end of this second site visit, I remrned to Brisbane to 
work up drawings and explore design options. Over the course of the fol-
io-wing 14 months I explored and completed the projects to a schematic 
stage. In November 2004, I presented the folio-wing projects to a design 
re-view panel at the Universit)' of Queensland comprising Dr. Paul Mem-
mot t , Re-wi T h o m p s o n and Rex Addison. It is my intention to return to 
Mer later in 2005 to present the following drawings and models to com-
munity representatives. It is anticipated that much more consultation and 
negotiation -will be necessary in order to hopefully advance the projects 
into something real. 
Inherent to the following design dra-wings is an idea that there 
was an opportunity to investigate spatial constructs as a further aspect 
of the relationship between Aboriginahty and architecture. However, 
this potential was onl)- trul)- reahsed as an 'unconscious ' move during the 
subsequent period of reflection and as described in Part 4 of this docu-
ment. The main or 'conscious' issues I came to be preoccupied with were 
the culmrally informed requirements, specifically the iconic namre of the 
Church (fig.6-11), the symbohc namre of the Elders Meeting Place (fig. 12-
17), and the logistical requirements of the Keeping Place and Workshops 
(fig. 18-23). I was also aware of certain social moment s that needed to be 
acknowledged and included such as sitting, taUang and gathering spaces. 
What I was not aware of during the design process was that these moves 
revealed a reflection of culmral moment s specific to Mer; another aspect 
of the relationship between Aboriginahty and architecture. 
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Fig 2: Right - Mer (Menam Mir) is 
located in the eastern part of the Torres 
Strait. 
Fig.3: Below - Context plan of Mer in-
dicating the main village where the three 
projects are located. 
Mer, Torres Strait. Main -village on Mer 
Main village on Mer. 
Fig.4: Right - View of Main Village of 
Met on approach by air. 
Fig.5: Below - Village plan indicating the 
context and sites of the three projects. 
Church Keenme Place and Workshops Elders Meeting Place 
Fig.6: Right - Overview of model. 
Fig.7: Below - Plan. 
Church for the Church of the Torres Strait. 
Fig.6: Right - Overview of model. 
Fig.7: Below - Plan. 
Church for the Church of the Torres Strait, 
Fig.8: Right - Model indicating the ap-
proach. 
Fig.9: Below - Long section through 
Church to road. 
Church for the Church of the Torres Strait. 
Fig.lO: Right - Model indicating the altar 
as the light sotirce from the east. 
Fig 12: Right - Model indicating ap-
proach from road entry. 
Elders Meeting Place. 
Fig. 14: Right - Model indicating view 
from sitting space. 
Fig. 15: Below - Long section through 
Elders Meeting Place to road. 
Fig. 16: Right - Model indicating view 
into meeting space top lit with eight 
shadow segments. 
Elders Meeting Place 
Fig. 18: Right - Overview of model. 
Figl9: Below-Plan. 
Keeping Place and Workshops, 
Fig.20: Right - Model indicating entry 
view through building on approach. 
Fig.21: Below - Long section through 
Keeping Place and Workshops towards 
beach, past existing Anglican Church and 
shade structure. 
Keeping Place and Workshops. 
Keeping Place and Workshops. 
Fig.22: Right - Model indicating view 
into covered sitting space. 
Fig.23: Below - Cross section detail 
through the central gathering space. 

Introduction 
Part 4 builds upon the previous work (that also draws upon the 
papers 'Aboriginahty and Archi tecmre" and 'Meriam Space'^ representing 
the last of a four part contribution in responding to the question 'what is 
the relationship between Aboriginahty and architecmre?' The findings of 
Parts 1 and 2 proposed categories of 'meaning' and 'space' respectively, 
that could, for projects engaging Aboriginal contexts, be recognized and 
apphed through the acts of design and critical review. 
It is with the benefit of hindsight that I have had a chance to 
reflect upon the core focus of Part 3 in describing the completed design 
case smdies, a Church, an Elders Meeting Place, and a Keeping Place and 
Workshop positioned within the Meriam' culmral context on Mer in the 
Torres Strait Islands. 
It has allowed a chance to distill a further set of observations 
and revelations that focus upon the culmral and architectural relationships 
inherent to the projects. These findings will be chscussed through the 
context in which they were revealed, specifically through the methodology 
of research by design, together with the seminal influences that have 
direcdy inspired and brought the findings to a position I could not have 
imagined alone. 
This paper argues that the relationship between Aboriginahty" 
and architecture cannot be comprehensively answered through research 
based only on a quantitative methodology. The research to date, although 
initiated through quantitative means, has come to rely predominately 
upon a quahtative methodolog) ' that reveals the potency of design 
as an act of research. In completing the design case smdies on Mer an 
opportunity to search for, test and discover findings and meanings became 
the fundamental basis of continuance and a reward for perseverance 
(fig.l). This methodology informed the direction of the design work 
and is accompanied by subjective, imaginative, and partial conversations 
that manifest the act of design. This process allowed an immediate and 
practical use of these findings into a number of real projects'* and thereby 
estabhshed an effective, if accidental, mechanism for further apphcation''. 
Perhaps this is a benefit that is not forthcoming from a -visual 
record alone. In any case, it is through this approach that I have felt more 
confident in avoiding the need to describe any sense of critical distance (as 
I do not beheve it is possible to review one's own design work impartially) 
and proceeded in the opinion that it is not the technical design moves 
that need critical dissection but rather the hohstic design thinking as an 
informant. The following descriptions of each scheme are presented from 
this viewpoint and as a body of research in their own right. 
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Fig.2: Below - Model, overview 
Church for the Church of the Torres Strait 
This project was for the Church of the Torres Strait congregation^ 
and was laid out as a clear hierarchy of spaces beginnmg with the most 
pubhcly accessible through to that which is most sacred and secret, the 
tabernacle (fig.2,3). At the most pubhc edge of the site was positioned 
a shade strucmre that mediated an occasionally occupied edge between 
dancing ground and -village track. Across this line of entiy one travels 
perpenchcular to the village track adjacent to the mam gathermg and 
dancing space, under cover and along the edge of anciUan- services. 
towards the opening of the detached and skewed Church. 
This prospect is heightened through two level ch-anges that frame 
a strategically positioned sitting space. F rom this seat one can see the street, 
the dancing ground, the cooking space, the fire and the Church framed by 
the hiUside known as an ancestral being called Gelam". Before entering 
the Church, the hne of movement is shifted approximately 40degrees to 
the left in order to reahgn both the worshipper and the Church -with the 
eastern position of the sun behind the altar. 
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Fig.3; Left - Model, internal ^-iew 
towards altar. 
The internal organization is fairly conventional as directly 
requested by the clergy. However, a subtle meaning can be read into 
the eight bays framed by the portal stmcmre as representmg the eight 
clans of the Meriam people''. This move in-vites clan carvings to claim 
respective positions in a controlled manner and imbue the interior 
with a character defined through the local arts and crafts. The idea of 
threshold was considered as a collection of places along a sequence that 
supported intimate yet informal engagements, specifically, sitting, eating 
and cooking (fig.4,5). These three d-aily rimals are hfted from the mundane 
and celebrated as interactive moments that facihtate oral exchanges. These 
moments are incidental but work in unison with the requested icons (the 
gable and altar), symbols (the cross, ceremonies and rimals) and functional 
requirements (the clergy and congregation) of the pragmatic brief (the 
exphcit) to propose an offering that anticipates imphcit culmral acts. 
Fig.4: Top - Model, view of prospect 
from entry threshold. 
Fig.5: Bottom - Model, view of the 
sitting space located at the 'knuckle' of 
movement. 
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Fig.6: Below - Model, overview. 
Elders Mee t ing Place 
T h e Elders Meeting Place was thought of as a place of exclusion 
and secrecy (fig.6). It is for the special use of the Menam Elders and as 
such is controlled by them. The positioning of the meeting pavihon was at 
a higher point to most of the village for a number of reasons mainly to do 
with creating an identifiable and special realm. Despite the topographical 
height, the path that winds its way from the village track up around the 
shaded edge of the clearing and to the leveled sittmg space is intended 
to be comfortably traversable (particularly by wheelchair). The sitting 
space is the gateway between the communit) ' and the meetmg pa\ ihon 
and immediately provides a shaded resting point. The seat is positioned 
so that the Elders -will have discrete surveillance of the approach path 
and the pavihon (fig.7). The seat also presents that which is expected, a 
magnificent and expansive view of the ocean's mass, dehvering a curving 
horizon against both the sky and land. This is intended as a p rompt for 
oral exchanges. Between this space and the meeting pa-vihon is a fire pit. 
T h e purpose of the fire pit is as a signaling de-vice. The colour of the 
smoke is something that might be controlled by the Elders to represent 
different momen t s such as the calling of a meeting, the reaclimg of a 
decision, or the announcement of a death. The prominent height of the 
meetmg pavihon assumes that the smoke will be seen from the mam parts 
of the island. 
T h e Elders specifically requested that the meeting pavihon 
symbohze the eight clans of the Menam people represented through the 
cultural entity of the Octopus . In Menam creation stories Malo, m the form 
of an Octopus , came to seed the eight clans of Mer from each tentacle'". 
Despite initially presenting an architecmral quagmire that seemed bound 
to the hteral, I was confident that a culmral and architecmral mishap could 
be amicably avoided by aiming for at least the figurative. The resultmg 
proposal came from closely observing the local octopus 's anatomy and 
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Fig.7: Below left: Model, sitting space 
located to ensure surveillance and rest. 
Fig8: Bottom nght - Model, view of 
the eight legged shadow cast into the 
meeting space. 
movement on the edge of extensive fish traps one day. Between its 
tentacles are webbings that when in motion, seem to gracefully fold and 
snake over the tentacle. When in the most dehcate but explosive posture 
of movement only the ver)- ends of the tentacles touch the rocky surface 
of the fish trap while the webbmgs form an acute 'pmch' at the height 
of their range. It was this characteristic that was intended to be capmred 
through a tectonic exploration so as to present the space for the Elders 
as a kinetic entity in its most elegant pose. The resulting scheme describes 
16 surfaces that rise and fall as pairs to pro-vide eight points of entr)-, eight 
points of grounding and eight bays for each clan. The orientation of the 
meeting pa-vihon is such that it is in relati-vit)' to the clan positions on the 
island. In order to respect the custom of acknowledgment, the prmcipal 
entr)' is through the Peibre clan' opening, given the siting on their land". 
The internal arrangement is careful to estabhsh a clear hierarchy 
in the meetings through three seating steps in section. This allows the mos t 
senior Elders to hterally hold the floor, -with supporting members taking 
a secondary position. The circular arrangement of the plinth is such to 
ensure the expected equahty of clan stams. At the -apex of the s tmcmre is a 
section where the corrugated metal roof sheeting gives way to translucent 
sheeting that casts a s)-mbohc eight-legged shadow into the space (fig.8). 
This project is laden with the symbohc (the Octopus) , perhaps even the 
iconic, however, it was still possible to weave in the sublime culmral 
moments such as sittmg, smoking (signahng), talking and looking as the 
conditions of the hminal expenence prior to entering, culmral niles. 
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Fig.9: Below - Model, overview. 
Keeping Place and Workshops 
T h e Keeping Place and Workshops were laid out as an extension 
of a perpendicular 'track' from the water's edge to the village road 
and beyond to the rising hill of Gelam'^(fig.9). Mediating the junction 
between the keeping place, workshops and the imphed track is a roofed 
gathering space that suggests informal social arrangements through an 
outdoor kitchenette, seating and extensive shade. This space began as a 
threshold but quickly developed into the primary space of the project. The 
lateral edges of this roofed space are treated to imply mmor thresholds. 
Between the -village track and sitting space the roof folds down to create 
a compressed threshold; once traversed the roof folds up to reveal a 
distant view of the hill line (Gelam) over the workshops. At this point it 
is possible to continue through and up onto the hill, or alternatively move 
transversely to engage the rooms off this covered sp-ace. At one end is 
the keeping place, the main destination. U p o n entr)-, one encounters the 
'hidden', 9 locked 'secret' space full of restricted artifacts, that separates 
a pubhc exhibition space to the -village track and a secondary exhibition 
St 
Fig.lO: Left - Model, view of keeping 
place looking towards both land and 
water at opposite ends. 
space to the hill (fig.lO). At the other end of this central covered space are 
the services with the pathway purposefuUy continuing into the landscape. 
In between are the workshops that wiU facihtate teaching programs. 
The utihtarian approach to form is realized as three simple 
roofs that contain the three components of the project as keeping place, 
workshops and primary gathering space. However, the roof of the 
gathering space is the most pronounced indicating its role as the most 
important space. This roof articulates the entr)- experience, the movement 
experience, the landscape experience and most importantly the social 
experience of simple occupation (fig. 11,12). The communit)- expectation 
for this project was expressed only as a set of pragmatic reqmrements. At 
no pomt was there a request for iconic or symbohc representation m the 
mitial discussions, in fact the mam purpose of the project was to provide a 
place to store retneved and repatnated artifacts held by museums around 
the globe. 
This project was perhaps the least constramed of the three case 
smdies in that it allowed for an uninhibited exploration of the culmral 
moments that I had become more aware of from the previous case 
smdies. The mtention was that these possibihties would not exphcitly 
determme a formal architecmral language, but rather, through a sustamed 
mvestigation come to formulate a strategy for posit ionmg people withm 
a social context, a landscape context and ultimately a culmral context. In 
this project, the hmmal experience had become the primar)- spatial entity 
that supported those subtle culmral moments (agam) of sittmg, eatmg, 
talking and lookmg. 
Fig.l 1: Top - Model, view an approach 
through building. 
Fig. 12: Bottom - Model, view into sitting 
space. 
Seminal Influences 
What was discovered through the design case smdies was that a 
sense of Aboriginahty dwelled in the least expected moments particularly 
the incidental places. This notion came to reveal itself through the design 
process as spaces that enabled the ordinar)- experience, rather than an 
extra-ordinary expression of Meriam culmre. This culmrally informed 
architecmral position was directly aided by concurrent influences, namely, 
the work of Christopher Alexander, Rewi Thompson and Jan Gehl. All 
three have directly affected the design, gestation and review periods and 
as such must be acknowledged as sources through the framework of this 
paper. 
The first influence has been the embracement of Christopher 
Alexander's phenomenological thinking, introduced to me as -an 
undergraduate smdent (in 1990) through a Pattern Language'^ and again 
as a postgraduate smdent through The Phenomenon of Life'". These two 
pubhcations represent volume 2 (of 12) and book 1 (of 4) that Alexander 
has proposed as an alternative to current ideas and practices about 
architecmre. Both books have capmred my imagination at a primary level 
because ideas and lessons are clearly tabled that describe the relationship 
between place, people and architecmre. Particular patterns'^ were starting 
pomts in working up design possibihties as smdies into mdividual 
project programs and 'ordinary human events'"'. These smdies were then 
synthesized agamst the parallel intention to reveal a regionally specific 
cultural response. The act of imagmed occupations as culmral events is also 
the act of dreaming and reflects an inchnation towards phenomenology as 
a means of design exploration. The revelation: hfe exists in celebrating the 
ordmary human event. 
The second influence came about through (ongoing) review'^ 
by architect Rewi Thompson"* of my completed three design case smdies 
at the University of Queensland in November 2004. T h o m p s o n posed 
insightful questions about the purpose of my design intentions. These 
'why', 'what', and 'who for' type of questions demanded a considered 
response in order to describe a culturally informed architecmral position. 
Initially I stalled, however, ongoing conversations and correspondence 
prompted a response. I required some time to answer these questions 
and concluded that the design intention of the case smdy projects was to 
sustain the Meriam people in a responsive relationship with their culmral 
landscape or culmre-scape. 
Here, culmre-scape is the sum of all parts describing the 
relationship between culmral custom and landscape, and the accompanying 
architecmre is a bmlt insertion required to mediate, sustain and contribute 
to this construct. This conclusion came about as a result of two directions. 
Firstly, by re-considering and synthesizing the previously discovered 
categories of 'meaning' and 'space', and secondly, by articulating the 
illusive reasoning that would explain a holistic sense of purpose. T h e 
act of attammg a culmral and architecmral symbiosis crystalhzed into a 
person-al architecmral manifesto that has come to affect several real 
projects in practice. The revelation: that architecmre must position people 
in their culture-scape. 
The third influence occurred serendipitously at the Eco-Edge 
Conference' ' ' in Melbourne m Febmar)- 2005, when Danish urban 
designer Jan Gehl spoke at length about his ongoing work in urban design 
and architecture. Gehl demonstrated, with particular reference to urban 
identit)-, the ways through which a richer hfe can be achieved by providing 
oppormnities for social events and interactions to occur. It may appear a 
large leap from Gehl 's urban interests to a remote community in the far 
nor th of Austraha, however, I interpreted his not ion of social activities-" as 
a meaningful communal pursuit that carried a resonance in my case study 
context. 
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Fig.l3: Left - Model, sitting space to 
Meeting Place. 
T h e sense of Aboriginaht)' I was looking for was a social 
phenomenon that occurred in the less mternahzed architecmral settmgs, 
particularly those hminal expenences that mediate between the inside 
and outside. 1 have come to term the physical settmgs for these social 
activities as 'happening' spaces as this is where social experiences are able 
to happen. That 'happenmg' spaces can be designed into a communal 
en-vironment seems a sensible strategy in order to engender and sustain a 
more vibrant culmral and social condition. Although a pertinent idea m 
the Menam context, a substantial difference is that the 'happening' spaces 
existed traditionally as non-bmlt and built denvatives of a behef system'' 
between the Meriam people and the landscape. 
The act of discovering a culmrahy denved spatial mter\ 'ention 
suggested that an architecmral position supporting a sense of Aborigmaht)' 
may be found in witnessing or im-agmmg the quahtative moments of 
occupation. This has come to mean that the hierarchy of spaces from 
mside to outside is equalized if not reversed. For example, m the case of the 
Church project, the altar space is not treated with any more consideration 
than the entry threshold. In this condition, the space where a sense of 
Aboriginaht)' might unexpectedl)- reveal itself is in the informal places, 
such as the external threshold, simply through the gesmre of a seatmg 
arrangement that suggests an occupation that may in turn develop mto a 
conversation that embodies a cidtural expenence (fig.13-15). 
This proposes that the sense of Abonginaht)- is not one 
constramed to a semiotic readmg but as an observation of the namral acts 
of daily hving. The opportunit) ' to sit is not forced it is merely suggested. 
That several people may gather and converse in that age-old oral tradition 
is hoped for but not msisted upon. The revelation: that the seermngly 
mcidental act can be celebrated revealing the potency of 'happening' 
spaces. 
Fig. 14: Below - Model, sitting space to 
Church. 
Fig. 15: Bottom - Model, sitting space to 
Keeping Place and Workshop. 
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Conclus ion 
Remrning to the three seminal exchanges described previousl)-, 
the first exchange affected the design process by pro-viding a starting 
point based upon a phenomenological approach, the second exchange 
prompted questions that aided in the formulation of a culturally informed 
design position, and the third exchange pro-vided an opporttmit)- to 
reveal a unique sense of Aboriginahty as a social acti-vity that can occur 
-within liminal spaces. The theme here is that socio-spatial experiences 
can determine architecmral strategies, as revealed through the case smdies 
(and as apphed in real practice) and subsequent period of reflection. 
T h e idea of Aboriginaht)- as a specific cultural experience or act 
is in no way limited to the incidental conditions that I have focused the 
chscussion upon so far. For example, m the Church project the dancing 
ground that supports the many festi-vities of the Menam people is as much 
an experiential moment as the ways in which cooking or sitting occurs. 
However, in this project, the dancing space is exphcit in its 
description and required architectural gesmre. In short it was too obvious 
and although not originally briefed, it would be a catastrophic omission. 
What 1 looked for, through the subsequent period of re--view and re-
presentation was the imphcit moments that might yield a further idea 
of the relationship between Aboriginahty and architecture. Specifically, 
these 'happening' spaces are outside the boundaries of the pragmatic 
briefs but I would consider these moment s essential in contributing to 
an acknowledgement of the relationship between Aboriginality and 
architecmre as a celebrated socio-spatial expenence. 
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Conclusion 
T h e major purpose of this undertaking has been to contribute 
to the discussion about the relationship between Aboriginahty and 
architecture in Austraha today by way of design research that draws upon 
completed works, hypothetical case smdy design projects together -with 
a subsequent period of reflection. A potent effect of this research has 
been the reformation and development of my architectural position in 
a way that has immediately affected the way I practice (and tutor). At 
the outset, the thesis aimed to question my initial architecmral position 
with the express intention of avoiding any post-rationahzation of this 
same position. That kind of approach would have only amounted to a 
self-indulgent monograph based on a shallow purpose of shoring up a 
pre-determined and fixed architecmral position. This would deny any real 
possibiht)- of both effective and affective research and more importantly 
the possibihty of a meaningful contnbut ion to the question at hand. 
Architecmral design has been used as a means of generating 
a body of research into the original question 'what is the relationship 
between Aboriginahty and architecmre today?' The arrangement of 
this research into four parts has explored an initial position, fostered a 
practical exploration and developed a conclusive reahzation respectively, 
and bear testimony to this act. The use of design research has generated a 
body of knowledge in a way that is usually not possible through traditional 
research methods . This is because design research embraces a reflective 
dialogue and as such reveals the inherent capabihty and potency of this 
approach. 
Part 1 revealed that there is much more to a readmg of 
Aborigmahty in architecmre than hterally meets the eye. Literamre analysis 
and particularly, Memmot t and Lochart 's work, facihtated this conclusion. 
Through the apphcation of their semiotic criteria agamst the early Merrima 
projects a further set of architecmral perceptions were drawn, that being a 
series of 'meanings' in any project -within an Aboriginal context. Meanmg 
is a complex notion when apphed to architecture. Couple this with a sense 
of Aboriginaht)' and it potentially presents a series of ideological traps 
for the thinking-practicing architect. T h e architecmral perceptions that I 
formed generated three aspects of meaning so as to position a sense of 
Aboriginahty and the architecmre relative to the community, the architect, 
and the critic. The first cluster of meanings is held by the communit)- and 
includes all aspects of their cultural knowledge m determming place. The 
second cluster of meanings is that held and brought to bear on the project 
through the architect. This set of meanings is as much to do with one's 
architecmral education as it is with the architect's own culmral backgroimd 
and position. The third cluster of meanings is that of the critic, usually 
a detached voice that commonly has not accessed the first cluster of 
meanings, and not always the second, in arriving at an architecmral object-
led opinion. This third body of meaning mtroduces a further notion about 
the relevance of architecmral opinion that usually fails to comprehend the 
relationship of any piece of architecmre to its cultural construct. 
Part 2 revealed important attributes of the relationship that exists 
between the culmral construct of the Menam people and the expectations 
of the architectural responses. This was discovered through a basic 
mapping of the Meriam spatial condition that concluded with three key 
aspects. The first space being that created by the culture heroes of the 
Meriam people and maintained through stor)' telhng, dancing and nmal. 
The second space was that determined by an architecmral creation, or, m 
other words the buildmgs. The third space was that formed between the 
Meriam people through social patterns such as dancing, rimal, feasting or 
conversmg. This could otherwise be descnbed as the collective of intimate 
human social spaces. The key to acknowledgmg this spatial -agenda was 
m finding the symbioses of all three as a fundamental task of each design 
m 
Fig.l: Below - Culture-scape diagram. 
project that would generate the architecmre. I have come to describe this 
key as a general requirement of all architecmre in that it should position 
people within their 'culmrescape' (fig.l). In each of the design projects it 
became embodied in the 'sitting space' that aimed to not only position 
people relative to the mountain (Gelam) or the sea, but also to anticipate 
those moment s when people informally gather and exchange knowledge as 
conversation. This idea I saw as a contemporary example, and opportunity, 
of sustaining the culmral tradition of oral knowledge exchange. 
Part 3 collected and documented three case studies on Mer as 
a Church for the Church of the Torres Strait congregation, a Meeting 
Place for Elders and, a Keeping Place and Workshops for the repatriation 
of cultural artifacts. The drawings are mdicative of a design process that 
acknowledged and incorporated early architectural perceptions relating 
to meaning and space. A finding of the three design case smdy projects, 
in conjunction with the earher Merrima projects, was that a pattern of 
community 'expectations' which describes the relationship between 
culture and architecmre could be drawn. The Church project dehvered 
a symbohc design that in no way attempted to deviate from the brief to 
provide a gabled building with sectional changes relative to the tabemacle 
proximit)'. This was not dissimilar to the S)'mbohc design requirements of 
the N A I S D A dance smchos set before Merrima in Sydney. The Menam 
Elders Meeting Place project dehvered a zoomorphic design that had 
to acknowledge and incorporate a symbol of the Meriam people as an 
octopus. This was similar to certam Mernma projects also, such as the 
zoomorphic reqmrements of the Girrawaa Creative Work Center at 
Bathurst and the Juvenile Justice Centre at Grafton. The Meriam Keepmg 
Place and Workshops project dehvered an architecmrally open design 
possibihty for the users who expected httle more than a functional building. 
This is very much a similar proposit ion to that encountered by Merrhna 
on the Multi-purpose Health Service in Wilcannia, where an opportunit)-
to explore and experiment -with an architecmral position free of formal 
expectations allowed imique design explorations to occur. Interestingly, 
both projects immediately responded to the landscape by accessing culmral 
knowledge as a mapping mechanism. These findings are now open for 
further exploration. 1 would expect that as time (and practice) goes by, 
much more insight can be lent to the reading of 'expecta t ions ' as a way of 
considermg the relationship between Aborigmahty and architecture. The 
strength of estabhshmg these projects as the basis of this design research 
is that they supported a subsequent p e n o d of reflection which came to 
identify a further architecmral perception. 
Part 4 revealed that a concept of Aboriginahty could be read m 
those hmmal spaces that he outside the pragmatic reqmrements of the 
brief These are the moments that can be described as the architectural 
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opportunities to celebrate the social expressions of Aboriginaht)-. In the 
design case smdy projects I became aware of the need to pro-vide edges 
that would allow incidental gatherings of people in strategic locations. 
In the Church project, this was expressed through the change in both 
movement and section at the knuckle between the ancillary- structure 
and the main Church. F rom this position I imagined that members of 
the congregation and clergy could meet, either before or after a service, 
under the watch of the mount-ain (Gelam) and in clear hnes of site to the 
tabernacle, the dancing space, the -village road and each otiier. This set of 
relationships enables further occasional social interactions. This mclusion 
not ion was also explored in the Keeping Place and Workshops through 
an idea that the outdoor kitchenette would provide a further moment 
of social interaction that could 'bleed' into the associated sitting space 
-and on to (or from) the -village road. Again both entities were arranged m 
relation to a line of movement that maintains a visual hne to the mountam 
(Gelam) on approach, and to the sea on exit. A variation on these ideas 
was explored in the Elders Meeting Place, where the detached sitmg of 
the pavihon from the village road was crucial in providmg a sense of 
anticipation. This elevated siting necessitates that the approach sequence 
is important in experiencmg the landscape together with the positioning 
of the setting in the landscape, and that the sitting space in front of 
the pa-vihon is a place of exclusive gathering, knowledge exchange and 
sur\-eillance. The surveillance is to the periphery of the island and remrns 
one to the spatial findmgs of Part 2 , w-here the sea, the sky, and the land 
can be contemplated from this threshold position. 
During the later stage of this thesis, particularly the development 
of the third conversation, I had the opportunity to mtor smdents at the 
Queensland University- of Technology (QUT) and the Universit)- of 
Queensland (UQ). The Q U T 3rd year smdents were workmg on a project 
for an Aboriginal Research and Reference Centre with the intention of 
questioning the relationship between form and culture. This presented 
an excellent occasion to contribute (and test) my research and current 
architecmral position in a way that allowed the smdents to observe 
the controversial idea of form as the only generator of contemporar)-
Aboriginal culmral identity. This was an important m o m e n t as it fostered 
the apphcation of the findings of the first conversation by way of education 
(albeit as a part-time design mtor). 
Parallel to this engagement was my involvement -with a final year 
Aboriginal smdent at U Q . The smdent 's project was the analysis of the 
Brisbane Central Business District (CBD) beginning with the formulation 
of a manifesto in order to explore the potential development of King 
George Square in front of City Hah. In our conversations, it became a 
matter of firstly mstilhng confidence in the student to look at the task at 
hand through a personal culmral position rather than from the expected 
Euro-centric position. Brisbane markets itself as the nver cit)-, but in 
acmal fact there is only one building that engages the nver. This project is 
the Riverside Centre by Harry Siedler and is the only current architectural 
response that acknowledges the poetic quahty of the river (traditionally 
called Maiwar by the local custodians). This provided the first clues of the 
city's problems. What if instead of tr)'ing to connect the cit)' to the nver, 
the intention was simply to connect the nver to the city? This revealed a 
potent discourse that included the uncovenng of the city's original water 
pomts , suspected Aboriginal tracks and meeting places, and furthermore, 
proposed a question about the relevance of the city grid to this landscape. 
These teachmg opportunities allowed an apphcation of the thesis's findings 
in order to reflect on the possibihnes of the Bnsbane C B D from an 
architecmral position that embodies and responds to cultural knowledge. 
The thesis argues that meanmgful architecmre does not occur 
6t 
in a cultural or contexmal vacuum. The argument has presented itself as 
a result of engaging in research by design as a means of revealing and 
contributing a body of knowledge -with theoretical, practical and academic 
apphcations. The research has considered and reflected upon both 
completed and hypothetical design projects in order to accumulate a body 
of architecmral knowledge. Perhaps what has been more clearly described 
is my reahzation of a personal architecmral position that allows me to apply 
a more informed level of architecmral design thinking. The real strength 
of this undertaking is in the imphed potential for the fumre in practice 
(and in teaching). O n e key point here is to note that a higher degree that 
supports research by design, particularly through a self-directed program, 
can present practitioners -with a potent opportunity- for continuing 
education in the thinking and making of meaningful architecture. 
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Field Notes for Site Visit No.l between 15-29 August, 2002. 
Hammond Island!Keriri (Western group): 15, 17-19, 23-26 August, 2002 
• Arrived on Hammond Island/Keriri, Thursday afternoon, 15 August, 
2002. 
• Met with Monica Bin Doraho of Hammond Island Council and briefly 
discussed my intentions and future project possibilities. ICC Chairperson and Ham-
mond Island Council Chairperson, (Uncle) Henry Gamier not available. 
• Inspected the stone Catholic Church (ref image 2) built by the local com-
munity post WWII. In good condition. Minimal rock erosion to external south west 
corner. Amber bottles to circular windows intact. Asbestos roof sheeting replaced with 
metal roof sheeting. A comfortable internal space that catches cooling breet^es. 
• Met specifically with immediate family, mainly O 'Brien, Sabitino, Dorante 
and Nai clans. 
Murray Islands/Mer, Waaler and Dauer (Eastern group): 19-23 August, 2002 
• Arrived on Mer, Aloiiddy morning, 19 August, 2002. 
• Met with Mer Island Council Deputy Chairman, Douglas Day and Coun-
cilor, Llyod Ma^a. Mer Island Council Chairperson, Ron Day not available. Ma^a 
advised that it is the intention of the Mer Island Council to re-appropriate items held 
by, but not limited to: 
the AC Haddon collection at Cambridge University, UK 
• the John Oxley collection at Queensland State Ubrary. 
• The author advised Mas^a that an extensive list of items are also held in 
storage by the National Museum of Ireland (originally donated and collected by AC 
Haddon (pre-Irish uprising)). 
• Ma^a indicated that particular interest was being taken by the Mer Island 
Council in relation to developing several sites to house these items. Ma^a noted that 
holding bodies had made it clear that suitable facilities must be proposed in order to 
re-appropriate taken items. Two of the sites are in close proximity to the Anglican 
Church (ref.image 3) along the main road through the village. Site 'a' (ref.image 4) 
is the former site of the original mission building and sits approximately 15 metres 
from the road up the hill side. At the time of inspection masonry walls constructed with 
local crushed coral/ lime were still standing in a state of ruin. Site 'b' ((refimage 5) is 
the former site of the original court house, of which there are no visible remnants. It is 
located adjacent to the road and is well overgrown. Ala^a advised that these government 
and religious building sites marked land that was not subject to Native Title claims 
and therefore was understood as 'common' or 'neutral' land accessible by all The entire 
island is subject to Native Title rights by descendents of the original eight clans and this 
process is ongoing. It is also interesting to note that the beach edge is also 'common' land 
despite running through claimed properties. Man^a advised that the local people of Mer 
were exceptionally territorial 
A Native Tit He claim dispute had arisen between two clans and a hearing 
was due to take place on Mer on Tuesday, 20 August, 2002. It came to pass that on 
Sunday, 18 August, 2002 and Monday, 19 August, 2002 both heads of clans died 
unexpectedly. An unusual occurrence marked by a somber and suspicious mood in the 
community during the author's stay. The removal of one body back to the Townsville 
Mer community was effected Tuesday morning, 20 August, 2002. The author noticed 
that members of the community gathered around the house from early morning until the 
body was removed. 
• Inspected the stone Anglican Church (ref.image 6) built by the local com-
munity with a foundation stone marked the 21 May, 1966. In fair condition. Concrete 
and rock walls support a network of exposed trusses and asbestos roof sheeting. Am-
ber bottles to circular windows intact. A comfortable internal space that catches cooling 
brees^es, although open to the rain beneath the main roof overhangs. Exlcnswe and 
noticeable hornet nests to stmcture and throughout space. Measurements taken and 
drawings produced (ref. image 7). 
• Met with extended family, mainly the Passi clan. The lineage is the Guar 
Pit. Specifically met (Uncle) John Passi and his wife (Auntie), (Uncle) Andrew Passi 
and his wife (Auntie), (Uncle) Ron Passi, (Uncle) Segar Passi, (Auntie) Claris Day 
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(nee Passi) and her husband (Uncle) Simeon Day, (Auntie) Pearl Passi Individual 
members explained the origins of the extended family tree and it is lineage to the Guar 
Pit, the workings of the extensive fishtraps (ref.image 8) and the dugongform expressed 
in the island's topography (ref.image 9). 
• (Uncle) John Passi guided the author around Mer, Waier and Dauer (ref. 
image 10) to explain the origins of the Guar Pit and the story of the ancestral octopus 
which created the eight clans from its tentacles. Also to visit (Utter) Eddie 'Koiko' 
Mabo's grave (ref. image 11). 
• Noted from this route that the desalination plant and dam adjacent to the 
airfield was not operational and mrrently awaiting maintenance from the mainland. 
The Island had already begun water restrictions. 
• (Auntie) Claris Day and (Uncle) Simeon Day requested my opinion and 
aid in designing and preparing drawings of a small community meeting space primarily 
for religious gatherings. (Uncle) Simeon Day explained that a recent split in the An-
glican Church had led to the formation of the Church of the Torres Strait effectively 
combining Anglican and Catholic congregations throughout the entire region. Now fa-
cilities are sought. 
• (Uncle) Ron Passi and (Uncle) Andrew Passi guided the author through 
the extensive fruit gardens managed by the clan (ref.image 12). Also identified 'sticky' 
plant used for bonding skins to drums and cotton trees previously used for filing pil-
lows. 
• Three types of self-built structures were evident (ref.image 13). Type 'a', a 
closed gabled bamboo structure with surrounding eaves, roof clad with grass thatching 
on woven palm branches, and walls with woven palm branches (adjacent to the Anglican 
Church). Type 'b', an open gabled bamboo shade structure, roof clad with grass thatch-
ing on woven palm branches (in front of house to main road). Type 'c', a partially open 
shallow pitched bamboo and timber structure (post and beam), roof clad with various 
metal sheeting, and walls with various metal sheeting and woven palm branches (com-
mon to beach edge). 
• The author visited Waier and Dauer with Pedro Tapim and Moses Tapim 
on Thursday, 22 August, 2002. A route was taken in and around Waier and Dauer 
and landings made at four points (ref.image 14). Point 'a', Guar Pit on Dauer and 
extensive turtle nests (ref.image 15). Point 'b', on Dauer, contained two examples of 
type 'c' building (ref.image 16). Point 'c', the shallow sand bank connecting Waier and 
Dauer (ref.image 17). Point 'd', on Waaler, due to low tide only point from which to view 
into crescent shape of Waier, used as a place of sorcery (ref. image 18). 
Thursday Island/Waiben (Western group): 16, 26-28 August, 2002 
• Arrived on Thursday Island/ Waiben Friday morning, 16 August, 2002. 
• Met with TSRA Chairman, Terry Waia and disaissed my research inten-
tions and future project possibilities. Waia advised that the Thursdcy Island/Waiben 
Cultural Centre was well advanced with Troppo Architects (ref.image 19). The ICC 
are the 'workingparty' or 'point of contact'for the architects' consultation. Waia ad-
vised that the TSRA maintain a protocol to gain permission to research in the Torres 
Strait and would welcome and support work of benefit to the Torres Strait people. 
• Met with Jeff Owen, Planner for Torres Shire Council and discussed my 
intentions and future project possibilities. Owen supplied survey map (ref image 20) 
information for Thursday Island/Waiheii and noted that interest surrounds the site 
bound by the embankment fronting the engineer's wharf (ref.image 21) and adjacent 
to the current Cultural Centre project Mayor, Pedro Stephen not available. Discussed 
an extensive cultural heritage study by Gordan Grimwalde and Associates (Herit-
age Consultants, PO Box 9, Yungaburra, Qld 4872 p.07 4095 3737 f 07 4095 
2117), commissioned by the TSC. Noted three documents (1 .CulturalHentage Study, 
2,3. Register of Sites) completed between April and May, 2000. An informative read, 
extracts attached (ref. attachment 1). 
• Visited Torres Shire Counal library. Mel with Ubrarian, Christine Uvi, 
and viewed the minimal Torres Strait collection. Ubrary contains several bound photo-
graphic collections, some annotated, however, mainly nautical records. Copied a number 
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of images (possibly A.CHaddon collection images) from three bound files left by a vis-
iting scholar, Judy Phelps possibly from Cambridge University (refattachment 2). Uvi 
advised to contact Elizabeth Faaso of the John Oxley ATSI Unit (p.3840 7911) 
or Indigenous Ubrary unit. Cairns TAPE (p.4031 3232) for more comprehensive 
collections of data. 
• Met with Grace Fischer (nee Ware, from St.Paul's Moa) of a local com-
munity health group. Ware is an active woman who was previously involved with a 
self-build house with Paul Haar Ware is currently involved buildinggrass-root support 
for a community approach to health. An inspiring woman who reinforced the need to 
observe cultural protocols. Noted that the St.Paul's earth brick industry was up and 
running. 
• Visited Island Co-ordinating Council office and left details. Peter Anderson 
unavailable. 
• Visited Torres Strait Regional Employment Committee office and left de-
tails, 
availabt 
Visited Radio Torres Strait s office and left details. Ephraim Bani not 
• Visited Torres Strait Ugal Services office and left details. 
• Visited Torres News office and left details. Met with Kym Daly, interviewed 
for forthcoming article. 
End 
Appendix 2 
Field N o t e s for Site Visit N o . 2 be tween 21-28 May, 2003. 
Thursday 22 May 2003 
• Weather, sunny and cloudy, light wind from east, cool 
• Landed on Mer at 2.00pm and moved to Mer State School accommoda-
tion 
• Met with Uncle Simeon and Auntie Claris at IBIS store late in afternoon. 
A brief discussion to organic meeting on Saturday after lunch to discuss the Church 
project. Both very exdted about the project development and the opportunity to make 
something special for the Church. 
• Uncle Simeon explained that the government lease on the parcel oj land that 
contains the Anglican Church expires on January 1, 2004. The land then reverts to 
the Mer Council in trust. It is possible that the Anglican community will be relocated 
from the site given the current relationships between members of the Mer community. 
The Anglican gathering has no local priest. The Anglican Church is also considered to 
be in a state of disrepair. There is a possibility of a multi-use facility being constructed 
on apart of the site. 
• Uncle Simeon noted that he would prefer a building to open to Gelam on this 
side of the road (Gelam side). 
• note: here is a cultural cue for a discussion to understand the importance of 
sacred stories in the landscape and how to make a building engage 'first space'. 
• Uncle Simeon stated that June 3 is Mabo day and a number of celebrations 
are planned. There is a week of activities scheduled leading up to June 3 including 
weaving, spear making, language, fish net making, danang and cooking. Major cel-
ebrations, that in the past have occurred in the space adjacent to the Anglican Church 
have been relocate to the basketball court in front of the Mer State School and opposite 
the Mer Council offices. This is due to permission not being granted by the Anglican 
Church community. Last year saw a large number of visitors returning to Mer to 
celebrate the 10year anniversary of the Mabo decision. 
• Auntie Claris was thankful Jor initial drawings sent up last December. 
Keen to develop the ideas about the Church requirements. 
Friday, 23 May 2003 
• Weather, sunny an d cloudy, light wind from east, humid. 
• Met with Uncle Douglas Passi, Deputy Chairman at 10am at Counal to 
discuss permission and confirmation of my involvement in a number of local projects 
with the Mer community. 
• Uncle Douglas confirmed a museum type building to house the relocation of 
artifacts is on the Council's agenda. He took me to the site that Council has identified 
which is the former site of the old LMS school house. The site is considerable overgrown 
and inaccessible at present. This is due to recent rain and spurts of tropical growth. 
During the last field trip I did manage to have access to the ruins that comprise the walls 
and slab constructed of arushed coral (similar to concrete). There is no roof and the 
footprint is approximately 8m by 4m with a centred doonvay and windows either side. 
Note: enquire about retaining this ruin. 
• Uncle Douglas describe the idea of the museum housing artifacts, being a 
place for teaching, library and resources and allowing accommodation for visitors (4) 
and a keeper. 
• Note: expand brief to include archives, amenities, library, ... 
The site is opposite the Anglican Church and rises steeply (approximately 
2:1) from a 7m apron that skirts the road. The UAS ruin would be approximately 
10-12m above road level and approximately 25-35m from the road edge. Refer video. 
• Uncle Douglas imagined something that steps up the hill with a connection 
to the road and an alternative road proposed to run behind and further up the site. 
This proposed road is thought to connect at the turnoff from the airstrip road run along 
the slope and come back to the main road beside the medical center. This would be a 
separate process but something to keep in mind. 
• Uncle Douglas proposed a further project to be known as a 'Pelek' - an 
elders place. He took me to the proposed site that is the former site of the old courthouse 
building. This site was inaccessible due to recent rain and growth. The site is very steep, 
where it engages the road the edge is approximately 1:4 to a height of about 5m before 
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leveling off to a gentler slope. The proposed road would also connect to this site. Refer 
video. 
• Uncle Douglas proposed several Elders that I should talk with about re-
quirements — Uttea James (Neb) Sake, Uncle Ali Tapim, Uncle Sami Ui, Uttea 
James Rice, Uttea David Passi, Uttea Henry Kabiki. 
• Note: does the Pelek' include women? What are the gender roles? 
• The 'Pelek' would require a meeting place and facilities, a cooking area, 
accommodation for 4 including a 'caretaker' and teaching rooms. 
• Note: the discussion suggested repladng the hunting shelter project with the 
Pelek' 
• Uncle Douglas took me to the ridge, adjacent to the reservoir, above both 
sites that form the backbone of Gelam. Refer video. Both sites will enjoy 180 degree 
water and horiv^n views. 
• Uncle Douglas suggested I speak with the following Elders — Uttea James 
Neb' Sake, Uncle AgTapim, Uncle S ami Lu, Uttea James Rice, Uttea David Passi, 
Uttea Henry Kabiki, Uttea Sam Wailu, Uncle Segar Passi 
• We returned to the office around 11 am. 
• / met with Uncle Ron Day, Chairman at 11.30am in Coundl to discuss 
permission and confirmation of my involvement in a number of local projects with the 
Mer community. 
• Uncle Rjon spoke at length about the 'layers' of government claims over Mer 
land. He told me not to worry too much about the land titles affecting projects as that 
was a complex issue that needed to be resolved at a number of levels. He confirmed that 
the sites proposed for the Museum, Pelek and Church should not entail great difficulty 
as ownership of these sites is fairly clear. The Museum and Pelek sites are held by 
Coundl and the Church site by Claris Passi. 
Uncle Rj)n offered a space in the Coundl offices to use as a workspace for my 
stay. My situation as a student at UQ and as an architect were discussed as too was a 
means of contribution by Mer Council to cover my flights and expenses for further visits. 
It was proposed that at the end of the design process Mer Coundl could use the design 
work to arrange funding submissions in conjunction with their project manager. If 
Coundl require my input further to this stage then a consultancy rate would be agreed. 
This allows for a clear arrangement of work as part of UQ thesis and further work 
as consultant. 
• Note: put arrangement in writing and confirm access to Project Managers' 
data and survey information 
• Uncle Ron also offered that a teaching space would need to be incorporated 
with the Elders place as not only a place for knowledge transfer but also for mainstream 
TAFE like courses. 
• Uncle Ron also requested that I be very discreet in my presence near the sug-
gested sites. He noted that with the controversy surrounding all land claims this work 
may be interpreted by members of the community in the wrong light. 
• We concluded our discussion at 12.30pm. 
• I met with Elder Uttea Sam Wailu at 2.30 under the lean-to off the Coun-
dl offices to discuss ideas for the Pelek and Museum. He described the building of a 
'Meriam Meta'— a traditional meeting structure that the represented the eight clans of 
Mer He described a drcular structure of eight posts, one for each clan, with a central 
pole representing Malo. Malo is the creator spirit. Each of the clan posts are carved 
with the particular totem — turtle, kingfisher, shark, stingray ... 
• Note: identify clan totems and Meriam Meta structure — if recorded in 
Haddon's reports 
• Uttea Sam described the remaining structure. The central Malo pole extend-
ed above the structure with a four sided cap sitting atop. Running between the clan poles 
and the central pole were bamboo beams, running across the beams were smaller bamboo 
members that took grass thatching. W'^alls were also of a similar system of construction. 
Internally, it was possible to read the structure as an 'octopus' the maker of the Meriam 
people. The longevity of this type of structure was dependent on the continual upkeep 
of its outer grass thatching. It was also dependent upon the use of solid timbers for the 
main poles. He described building one last year for the 10 year Mabo celebrations but 
that because the construction was temporary and it wasn 't maintained it did not last. 
Uttea Sam believed that the main idea of the Meriam Meta was the reading 
between structure and the cultural beliefs — the reading of Malo, the octopus and the 
eight clans. 
• Note: this suggests that a contemporary building would need to understand 
these ideas and incorporate this symbolism. 
Uttea Sam described this building as what he at first thought would be the 
structure for a combined museum and meeting place but as we further discussed the 
workings of a museum he began to think that it may be appropriate that the Pelek 
structure be a special place only for the Elders. A place that they invited people into 
rather than a public place. He confirmed that gender was not specific in his view. We 
discussed a diagram of three buildings— 1. meeting place for Elders, 2. museum, 3. 
teaching place. 
• This discussion took place in the covered workspace adjacent to the Coundl 
offices. He had a number of youth working on dance masks for the upcoming Mabo cel-
ebrations. He thought that the teaching place would accommodate this kind of knowl-
edge transfer, along with weaving and other information. 
• Further discussion also suggested that there would need to be a greater space 
for larger gatherings and for visitors. 
• We concluded our discussion at 3.30pm 
Saturday 24 May 2003 
• Weather, sunny, light breeze from east, gusty winds in afternoon from west. 
« Met with Uncle Simeon Noah, Auntie Claris (nee Passi) and Uncle Segar 
Passi at 2pm under the almond tree aside their house to discuss the status of the Church 
project. 
• Uncle Simeon is the local priest, Auntie Claris is his wife and Uncle Segar 
is Auntie Claris's brother and soon to be ordained priest in November, 2003. 
• I began the disa4Ssion by describing the consideration of the main spaces 
of the project (ie. Church, dancing, burial) and confirming the status of the each. All 
three confirmed that burials would occur at the cemetery — that there was no need for a 
cemetery on this site. 
• The immediate reaction by all three was to express a preference to the sec-
ond scheme (altar faring east, dandng space to rear). Uncle Simeon again expressed a 
preference that the dandng space or gathering space for cultural activities would enjoy 
a clear visual relationship with Gelam. In his opinion the second scheme best described 
this relationship as well as ensuring the altar, priest and congregation faced east. Auntie 
Claris did not like the third scheme as she considered the gathering space to the front as 
too public. Auntie Claris expressed a preference towards the gabled structures of both 
the first and second schemes, although she thought the gathering space of the first sclwme 
to the side was also too public. 
• Auntie Claris confirmed that the site for the project was in fact lot 40 and 
that the site I had outlined was the bordering site housing the electrical sub-station. 
The site contains several mature trees including — mangos, figs, poincianas, palms and 
bamboo. Refer video. 
• Note: correct this on drawings and completely survey the site for mature 
landscaping. 
• The next part of the discussion further explained the components of the 
Church, as I understood them (ie. congregational space, priest's office, storage, kitchen, 
toilets, feasting). 
• This discussion led into a list of the Church's sacraments and the assoaated 
spaces required by Uncle Simeon and Uncle Segar. The baptismal font may be com-
bined with the entry blessing font, a general altar rail that marks general and pnest ar-
eas will also be used for communion, confession, confirmation, weddings and ordination. 
Space for a bishop's seat is required as is further seating for extra clergy, musicians to 
the rear, spillover space for the occasional large gatherings and further shading devices to 
the dandng space to ensure the danang occurred in a west to east direction. The dandng 
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requirement was based on prevailing winds coming from the east and the need to keep 
dust and decorative powders down wind. Uncle Simeon expressed a preference that the 
altar rail became the first line of spatial enclosure, with the second line being to secure 
the tabernacle and altar space. 
• The next discussion touched upon symbols — the cross as Christian identity' 
and the 'other' as Meriam identity. We talked about the position and representation 
of the cross. Should it be on the building, beside the building, in front of the building, 
inside the building. After much discussion it was proposed that the more favorable idea 
would see the cross as an icon in front of the building in the main entry court, with the 
cross represented internally within the lifted gable end above the altar. Also disadssed 
was the idea of the representation of the eight tribes as a drcular symbol integrated 
with the cross particularly above the altar. The celtic high cross was discussed as a refer-
ence. Auntie Claris suggested that Uncle Segar, being a carver, could carve this. It was 
considered something to think about for the moment. However, Auntie Claris did make 
it clear that the building itself did not require an overt means of representation of the 
eight tribes in the same way that a Meriam Meta does. 
Sunday 25 May 2003 
• Weather, sunny, windy from east, with gusts from the west in the evening, 
slightly humid. 
Attended a mass celebrated by the Church of the Torres Strait at 10.30am 
until 12.30pm underneath the lean-to beside the Coundl offices. Approximately 40 
people attended. This mass also included a baptism. 
• The mass for celebrated in two parts —firstly as a liturgy of the Word and 
secondly as a liturgy of the Eucharist. 
• The main arrangement of the space saw five rows of chairs either side of 
a central aisle with an altar at the front. To the right hand side were two chairs - one 
for the priest and one for the deacon. On top of the altar were two white cloths, with 
two candles, two arrangements of flowers and a small bookstand. To the side of this a 
smaller table with a chalice and other instruments were neatly set. 
• The priest wore a white robe with a white overgarment that signaled a par-
ticular celebration of the Church's calendar— the ascension. 
• The mass was celebrated with the priest faring the altar (which also faced 
east) with his back to the gathering. Except for the baptism where the priest, parents 
and godparents stood in a circle around the relocated smaller table which now had a 
glass bowl a seashell a small bottle of oil and a towel sitting on it. 
• For the most part the mass ran along a similar sequence to that of a catholic 
mass except for the baptism. The most memorable aspect to the mass was the soulful 
and exuberant singing. This was accompanied by an electric and acoustic guitars and 
a traditional drum situated in the front row on either side. Many of the songs were 
traditional Meriam songs sung in the Menam language, sometimes with parts sung 
separately by women and men. While the text of the mass was English the music was 
Meriam. 
• Note: The Mer cultural identity was strongly expressed through song and 
music — particularly so as the music represented possibly 50-60% of the entire service 
time with the Anglican/catholic prayer book adhered to word for word. It is most 
moving to hear the deep bass like thud of the drum. This drum is assodated with all 
traditional dandng and singing and is a most memorable instrument. 
• The communion was given in a fashion where the members lined up along a 
concrete joint line in the floor as if it there was an invisible altar rail 
• At the conclusion of mass, Uncle Simeon explained further his idea of how 
the altar rail and altar should work in section. Not dissimilar to the Anglican Church 
altar arrangement. There should be a step at the point of the altar rail, between the 
altar rail and the next step up there should be enough room for a deacon to lye down 
and an ordaining bishop to stand (in the situation of an ordination) — approximately 
3m. The next step up is to the altar space where there should be enough room between 
the step and the altar for a priest to genuflect comfortably — approximately I m. [ Incle 
Simeon also indicated that on occasion there would be up to 30 deacons, priests and 
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bishops celebrating mass and that they needed to occupy the first space behind the altar 
rail and in front of the altar 
• Note: not sure that the scale of the building would allow for this kind of 
arrangement, where there would potentially more clergy than congregation. Need to 
confirm the need for the sectional change. If the floor was kept flat and the altar rail 
movable it could be arranged as so for the minimal occasions that it is required to cater 
for such numbers. 
• Met with Auntie Claris at 2pm until 3pm to revisit the site. It seems there 
are much more mature trees than initially thought A number of poindana, mango, 
coconut, fig and bamboo enclose the site. The creek that nms along the east boundary 
cuts around the rear of the block before running towards the base of Gelam. I estimate 
the clear building space (currently overgrown with a variety of grasses) is approximately 
35m across east to west and 30m north to south. The position of trees were paced out 
to give a basic outline of the site's enclosure. Auntie Claris considered the figs to be 
nuisances and to be considered for removal If this were so, much of the rear creek that 
currently is lined with many figs of different maturity' would afford a clear view of Ge-
lam. Presently the figs block a complete view to Gelam, although glimpses are constant. 
Refer video. 
Arranged to meet with Auntie Claris and Uncel Simeon at 4pm to confirm 
revisions to design. 
Continued on towards the Anglican Church to record some of the shade 
structures and also try to access the opposite site that contains the ruins of the original 
schoolhouse earmarked for the museum. Refer to video. 
• Continued along further to inspect the second site proposed for the Elder's 
place. Again it is inaccessible. Refer to video. 
• Note: will need to rely on survey information from Coundl's project manager 
to understand both sites proposed by Coundl 
Monday, 26 May 2003 
• Weather, showers, cloudy with sunny periods, windy from east, cool 
• Met with Uncle Ron Day, Chairman and Uncle Douglas, Deputy Chair-
man at Coundl between 10am-3pm. A number of occasional discussions to develop the 
initial brief for the Museum building in particular in the office space provided to me. 
Refer sketches. 
• The initial brief tabled included, artifact display area, assodated office 
space, storage, teaching rooms, meeting rooms, amenities, multi-purpose hall, secondary 
exhibition space for local crafts, workshop for local crafts, accommodation for caretaker 
and visitors and a large outdoor space. Further discussion during the dcy proposed vari-
ous combinations of all with the foc-usparticularly on the artifact display area, teaching 
areas and caretaker accommodation as the main base of the brief. 
• Noticed a lot of activity within coundl grounds. Temporary shade structures 
being constmcted adjacent to the road for the week celebrations. Usually the festivities 
have been held in the Anglican grounds but due to current local politics it is not occur-
ring this year. 
• Met with Uncle Simeon between 4 -5pm at their place to confirm alter layout. 
They are happy for me to proceed with the second scheme. The notion of scale was raised 
in relation to actual congregation (approximately 60) and the siv^ of the space. I tabled 
my concern about too big a space for it main use throughout the year, which would be 
reflected in cost Uncle Simeon took this point and was happy to keep this in mind for 
the next stage. Refer sketches. 
• Uncle Simeon described over ten different 'congregations'present on Mer 
The Churches are: Anglican, Church of the Torres Strait, Assemblies of God, Uni-
versal World Church, Bodyfelt Salvation Church, United Pentecostal Church, Revela-
tion Church of Jesus Christ, Glory of the Cross Church, Jehovah Witness, Voice 
of Jesus Christ Church. The first two are similarly based upon Catholic/Anglican 
doctrines, the remaining eight are Pentecostal informal and very similar Much of these 
are generally aligned with family groups. Most of the Pentecostal are individual families 
but come together on larger festivities (as per Sunday — refer video). 
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« Uncle Simeon went onto discuss the Elder's meeting place. He said that 
during the Mabo case, a large Meriam Meta was built to have hearings and that many 
news crews attended. Inside the Meriam Meta, all eight tribes were represented in carv-
ing and in spirit. He said that the new meeting place must contain these ideas but neces-
sarily be built using traditional materials and constmction. There has always existed on 
Mer a Coundl of Elders that meets on occasion, all issues are discussed. Uncle Ron, 
Chairman attends these meetings as coundl representative. Uncle Simeon said he would 
talk to the other Elders about it between now and my next visit. He suggested that I 
should produce three models of ideas in the same way I presented the Church and that 
it would draw out discussion at that time. 
• Note: check audio-visual library at Main Ubrary UQ for footage inside 
Meriam Meta. 
• Uncle Simeon also said that this was traditionally for the male Elders only 
inside, with the remaining tribe members waiting on the outside respective to their place. 
He seemed inclined that it remained this way. He mentioned that women traditionally 
had their ceremonies and rituals but that was women's business. 
Tuesday, 27 May 2003 
• Weather, 
• Returned to Nurapai/Horn Island at 12.30pm. 
End 
